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The Lasting Sheer® Collection

Ultra Sheer

Soft ,  sensual  and luxuriously beautiful .

Exceptional  sheerness

with run resistant  confidence.

It ’s  Ultra Sheer perfected!

Also available in Silky Sheer and Sheer Tights
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Editorial note
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Mandisa and Ruben Standard at Dove Awards 2011. 
Photo by Moses Robinson - Getty Imges

Cover and Feature Photos.
Courtesy of  Kalyn Hemphill

rom the runways in Milan, Paris and 
New York to your local discount stores, 
we at Graceful Chic hope to bring you 
a fresh take on fashion. While we’ll 
explore the latest in apparel, accessories 

and makeup, we’ll also dig into issues that affect 
your inner beauty—all a woman needs to be both 
graceful and chic. 

After months of anticipation and delays we’re 
excited to finally present you with a sample of our 
work. The complete issue is already underway and 
will be available in a couple of months.

We’ll look at the latest trends, shopping strate-
gies and styling ideas, as well as delve into fashion   
history and give profiles of both legendary and

up-and-coming designers. We’ll also place special 
focus on beauty fundamentals, such as how to get 
that silky smooth skin, as well as bring you tips 
from makeup insiders. From achieving those gor-
geous lips and luscious eyelashes to how to wear 
the coolest nail trends, we’ll show you how to care 
for and play up your best features.

This will be spiced up with inner beauty, which 
is an essential component of our worldview. We 
approach style and every other topic remember-
ing that we are all unique, intricate and beautiful 
individuals; because of that our fashion choices 
become expressions of the beauty inside of us and 
we care for our bodies as sacred temples.       

In addition to fashion spreads and beauty tips, 
each issue will be packed with useful fitness and 
nutrition articles, 

When it comes to dating and 
relationships, we’ll offer a candid 
perspective on the challenges 
when it comes to sex and living 
a life of purity while navigating 
the often confusing world of men. 
Instead of brushing the subject 
under the carpet, we’ll empower 
you by giving you ideas on how 
to enjoy life as a single, develop 
healthy relationships and pursue 
that blissful marriage. We’ll also 
introduce you to guys who are 
living these values. 

In addition to our print magazine, you’ll 
find more fun and informative stories 
on our website: check it out at www.
gracefulchic.com. We’d love to hear your 
feedback and suggestions on how we can 
make Graceful Chic a magazine that will 
help you live with both grace and style. 
Join us as we embark on this journey—to 
a place where inner beauty meets style!

Let the fun begin!

The Editorial Team

F
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New York Fashion Week - The Fall
Collection     p 23

Andromedo Turre:
Everyday Women Profiles

help with topics such as 
self-esteem and anger 
and much more. We’ll 
also bring you news 
about your favorite 
Christian celebrities and 
their red carpet looks at 
the Dove Awards and 
other major events. The 
Everyday Women like 
you that we’ll feature 
celebrate all types of 
beauty—inside and out. 

Fun, Fierce Fabulous 
Fashion P 103



Faith & Fashion,
Christianity  & Catwalk   

Can These Two Co-exist?

ow short is too 
short? What sort 
of bathing suit is 
appropriate for a 

church pool party? What 
defines an outfit that’s too 
suggestive, too attention-
grabbing or demeaning? 
While the exact questions 
change in step with fash-
ion trends, the underlying 
issues are the same: What 
are the standards by which 
we judge what we and oth-
ers wear? What principles 
should guide a woman of 
faith as she gets dressed?

Within the context of mod-
ern society, Christianity and 
fashion are often though as 
antithetical. This opposition 
seems inherent: the superfi-
ciality stereotypically associ-
ated with the world of fashion 
is considered by many as 
morally incongruent with the 
code of ethics prescribed by a 
Christian worldview—a code 
of ethics that is endorsed by 
believers and non-believers 
alike in Western culture.   

The tension between Christian values and fashion 
transcends an individual’s religious convictions.In 
many circles, fashion has come to symbolize vanity, 
materialism and extravagance. In seeming contrast, 
Christian principles condone an attitude of modesty, 
humility and sensibility. 

As women, we feel pressured to conform to the 
world’s measure of beauty, which is commandeered 
by fashion and often demands an unrealistic stan-
dard of physical perfection. It is therefore not merely 
“believers” who struggle to exist in a world of beauty 
and Botox, but women of all convictions (moms, 
daughters, professionals, students, housewives, gran-
nies and aunties … all women) who wish to embrace 
style and its relative expression without succumbing 
to a fashion-inspired spirit of moral decay.

But is it right to blame the 
“big bad beast” of fashion 
for society’s penchant 
for the perfunctory? In 
short: no! British socialite 
and writer Jennie Jerome 
Churchill observed, 
“There is no such thing as 
a moral dress. It’s people 
who are moral or im-
moral.” Fashion, in and of 
itself, is objective … but it 
is subjectively practiced. 
In other words, fashion 
can be manipulated and 
morphed to suit each 
woman’s belief system.

Millennia after Adam and Eve donned fig leaves 
to hide their shame, practicality has lost its mojo: 
popular culture has made fashion about art and 
expression. However, the origins of adorning our 
bodies with apparel add a philosophical complication 
for Christians: Fashion, in its origin, is a symbol of 
mans’ disobedience and fall out of paradise. Hiding 
one’s body was and is a repercussion of sin. But what 
started off as an act of shame has become an act of 
pride—and embedded therein is the crux of the ten-
sion often felt between fashion and Christianity.

That said, it seems largely unrealistic to suppose a 
woman can function as an interactive member of 
society without … um … wearing clothes. 
And does God really expect us to walk around in 
sackcloth as a symbol of our submission? As fashion 
has evolved over the years, women of all beliefs have 
had to adapt their standards to suit the social and 
stylistic contexts in which they live.  

Christians believe that God has given a set of values 
by which to conduct their lives: the Bible. Much of 
what this book says about appearance provokes heat-
ed debate within Christian circles—some interpret 
and apply these principles more liberally, others more 
conservatively. Contention can surround an issue as 
“old fashioned” as a woman’s desire to wear “men’s” 
clothing (such as pants), a practice that is prohibited 

in the Old Testament and is 
often still considered unac-
ceptable by more conservative 
Christians. A more current dis-
agreement has developed over 
the issue of pop culture icons’ 
and musicians’ names and 
likenesses printed on clothing. 
Band tees are a great example; 
to some Christians, wearing 
a Coldplay shirt amounts to 
idolatry and or even paganism, 
but to others it’s a mere “Hey, 
this is my favorite band and I 
am letting y’all know!” It gets 
complicated.

But engaging in argument rarely achieves anything 
productive in the quest to practically reconcile fash-
ion and Christianity within the context of modern 
living. So, in the name of “keeping it real,” there is 
one biblical principle that sums up all of God’s guide-
lines pertaining to appearance: the body is a temple. 
A temple is holy and the body, as a temple, should 
be treated with honor and reverence. It should be val-
ued. It should be loved, not in an idolatrous manner 
but in a way that glorifies its Creator God. Continued 
on the next page

By Andrea Zanin

H
“Never lose an opportunity of see-
ing anything that is beautiful, for 
beauty is God’s handwriting – a 

wayside sacrament. Welcome it in 
every fair face, in every fair sky, in 

for it as a cup of blessing.” 

 Ralph Waldo Emerson           
(19th-century American essayist, 

lecturer and poet)

Reflection
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This principle translates into a 
broader value system with one word: 
Respect. Aretha Franklin preached it 
and women the world over applaud 
it.  Respect nullifies the audacious 
degradation of femininity and wom-
anhood that the fashion industry 
often (consciously or unconsciously) 
promotes. Respect is universal in its 
appeal. 

Ultimately, for women who sub-
scribe to the “Doctrine of Respect,” 
the point is not to engage in ideo-
logical warfare, but rather to find a 
way to embrace expression without 
demoting moral integrity from a 
place of supremacy.But even the 
ways in which we live out the whole 
“the body is a temple” thing can 
cause some serious conflict—from 
high heels and corsets to tattoos and 
piercings.  It’s conservatism versus 
liberalism, and there is no easy 
answer.
 
How can fashion be practiced in a 
way that is guided by respect and 
allows for personal expressions of 
beauty, personality and art? Euripid-
es, one of the three great tragedians 
of classical Athens, said “Know first 
who you are; and then adorn your-
self accordingly.” This is absolutely 
key! A strong sense of self prevents 
an individual from narcissism and 
egocentricity. Knowing who you 
are, as well as being informed and 
molded by a strong value system, 
promotes confidence. And there is a 
difference between confidence and 
vanity. 

God wishes His people to practice 
self-love in a manner that is inspired 
by a love for Him and His creation—
man included. The ability to love 
one another is achieved through an 
ability to love one’s self, 

fashion can become art rather than a mere tool for the 
preservation of youth, the rehabilitation of insecurity, the 
drawing of attention or a means to fit in. Fashion is an 
expression of LIFE. It is important to act deliberately and 
purposefully when it comes to the adornment of one’s 
physique—the danger lies in mechanically

 following the “great god of fashion” who speaks through 
mass media, rather than thoughtfully considering our 
choices in apparel. Fashion portrays personality and char-
acter and, when used and applied wisely, confidently and 
respectfully, is an enhancement of inner beauty—the kind 
that surpasses trends and never goes out of style.

and self-love embraces respect.  Practicing fashion through the filter of 
self-respect is a personal moral responsibility, not an attitude dependent 
on external factors. Fashion and beauty are closely related and, although 
its manifestations are subjective, beauty itself is divine. An appreciation of 
beauty is natural and, at its core, a reflection of the divine thumbprint within 
us. Perceived from an attitude of confidence, respect and self-love, 

Reflection



2012 Spring Collection 
by Designer Duro Olowu
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The Legend Lives On
Graceful Chic Previews 

Alexander  

McQueen’s 
Resort Collection

By Designer Duro Olowu
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Alexander

  McQueen’s 
Resort Collection  
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  Fall 2012

Designed by
1. Parkchoonmoo
2. Rebecca Taylor
3. Venexiana
4. Chadwick Bell

Photographs by John Pringle

1.
2.

3.

4.
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Fashion & Style
New York Fashion Week: Sneak Preview
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Venexiana

Venexiana

Honor

Candela

Tadashi Shoji

BCBGMAXAZRIA

Rebecca Minkofff

Mara Hoffman



 Fall
 2012
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Venexiana

Tadashi Shoji

Monique Lhuillier

Honor

St Johns

Herv Ledger 
by Max Azria

Herv Ledger 
by Max Azria



 Everyday Women 

Nicola Curry, Dancer with the American Ballet Theater

“I have lived in New York for seven years and am a dancer with the 
American Ballet Theater. I attend Trinity Grace  Church.”

Beautiful just the way you are
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Photography - Aaron Taylor
Styling - Natalie Daemi
Make up - Holly Ernst
                 Liana Rodriguez



Coye Nokes Spring 2012 
Queen of the Nile Collection
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Jacqueline Pump
Cleopatra Sandal

Layla Sandals

Alexandria Sandals

Alayna Sandals

Elizabeth Sandals

Melanie Blender

Melanie Blender

Cleopatra’s Come Back? Footware Designer 
Coye Nokes Thinks So.

Egyptian inspired exotic skins, clean lines, metallic hues infiltrate her Spring 
2012 Queen of the Nile Collection

www. coyenokes.com

Fashion & Style
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 Shoes of Prey
Design your own shoes

www. shoesofprey.com 



From the boardroom to the red carpet, no woman’s 
wardrobe is complete without at least one LBD. The 
little black dress is a wardrobe staple that we often take 
for granted, but the ease and reliability of the garment 
is what makes it so perfect. Influential designer Karl 
Lagerfeld, creative director of the legendary Chanel 
fashion empire said, “One is never over-dressed or 
underdressed with a little black dress.” So true! 

Far from boring, the LBD does not overpower the wearer 
but allows a woman’s unique beauty to shine. When you 
walk into a room wearing a well-tailored little black dress, 
people notice YOU and then the dress. Think of the LBD 
as a canvas that can be enhanced with your favorite 
accessories such as a timeless strand of pearls, a dramatic 
chunky necklace or a brightly-colored pair of sky-high 
heels. Keep a little black dress at the office and pack one 
in your luggage when you travel and you will always 

Ode to the 
Little Black Dress

Daring or demure, chic or casual, no other garment matches the 
classic little black dress in elegance and versatility. 

be stylishly prepared for any last-minute invitations. Go 
ahead and conquer the world in your favorite little black 
dress—you’ll be chic, you’ll be confident and best of all, 
you’ll be unmistakably you! 

Wanda Mann is the founder of the popular blog The Black Dress 
Traveler (www.blackdresstraveler.com). From where to go to what 
to wear, Wanda is committed to helping all women add a dash of 
glamour and fun to all of their travels, near or far. “I believe that 
we have the power to make every day an adventure whether we 
are riding the subway to work or jet-setting across the globe,” says 
Wanda. A self-proclaimed “dressaholic,” Wanda always packs at 
least one little black dress when she travels. She owns one pair of 
jeans.

Written by Wanda Mann
www.blackdresstraveler.com

By Luminaa LLC

By Tommy Agriodimas

By Luminaa LLC
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Do You Speak Fashionista?
Fashion Language in a Flash
By Leslie Herring

Chic (pronounced “sheek”)
-

Colorblock

Faux pas (pronounced “foh pah”)

Haute couture 
-

Jeggings: 

pockets.

Ombre 

Fashion
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FASHION
EDITORIALNew York 

   New York!
Easy, casual styles for everyday 
in the big city
Photographs by Aaron Taylor
Styling - Samantha von Sperling & Terrence
Hair styling - Monique Walker
Assistant - Nichole Dossous

Fashion & Style
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Dress Forever 21 
Coat Vintage



Fashion & Style
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Vintage jacket    
Vintage purse

Top: Tribal 
Necklace: 
Ann Taylor



Fashion & Style
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Top: Forever 21 
Leggings: hanes 
Shoes: TJ Maxx 
Handbag: Vintage

Dress/Top:
Tribal



 Everyday Women

I was born and raised in Tucson, Ariz. My mother was originally a Jehovah’s 
-

vited to a church service where we all found Christ and we’ve been Chris-
tians ever since. Mom was in the choir and was the kids’ Sunday school 
teacher; my dad was in the band and my sisters and I were in praise dance. 
It seemed we were always at church.

I signed a modeling contract with the Agency Arizona in Scottsdale when 
I was 16. I did runway modeling, going back and forth between Scottsdale 
and Los Angeles. When I was 19, I moved to New York to pursue modeling. 
I signed a contract with Red Model Management and work in Times Square. 

Christianity.

Raychael 
Arianna,

 Model for Red Model 
Management

Beautiful just the way you are
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Giambattista Valli 
for Impulse 

only at macy’s

Organza dress,  $139
macy’s

Metallic
Jacquard
Cap Sleeve
dress
$109
macy’s

Pebble GGT
and Organza
Degrade
Soutache
dress,
$109
macy’s

Pebble GGT Maxi  dress,  $129 
 macy’s

One Shoulder
Matte Jersey
Dress,
$99
macy’s

Flat GGT dress, $99 Macy’s

GGT Clip Dot
Jacquard and
Faux Leather
dress,
$119
macy’s

Fashion & Style
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Giambattista Valli 
for Impulse 

only at macy’s

Fashion & Style
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GGT Clip Dot 
Jacquard Top 
$79, macy’s

Organza and Point 
D’Esprit Overlay 
Dress $129, macy’s

GGT Clip Dot 
Jacquard Dress 
$129
macy’s

Metallic Jacquard 
Pant $109
macy’s

One Shoulder Matte Jersey 
Dress $109  macy’sMetallic Jacquard Coat $139

macy’s

Sequined Boucle Bow-
Shoulder Dress $109 macy’s

 Metallic 
Jacquard 
and Crepe 
Dress $109,  
macy’s



It’s the most wonderful time of the year, to shop! Retail-
ers, designers, and consumers look forward to the year”s 
biggest occassion: the post-holiday sales events.

In this economy, the task of improving one’s wardrobe 
and sticking to a budget may seem daunting. But fear 
not! Here’s a fashion secret retailers and designers alike 
would hate to divulge: buy out of season staple pieces. 
Using this as a foundation for shopping is not only stra-
tegic, but crucial. Each season designers across the world 

create new collections, keeping their own image current; 
this trickles down to inspire department stores, boutiques 
and clothing retailers to update their own inventory. 

So what are the stores to do with the back stock of pieces 
from the season before? Sell of course, and at low prices. 
In particular, fall/winter staples can be found at steals 
once the New Year sales events are in full swing. Shop-
ping trips during this time can result in a fabulous afford-
able style update. 

Shopping the 

sales
Sale shopping strategies to reinvent 
the budget-conscious closet. 

There are three essential keys while 
shopping during the sales: 

Buy staples, not trends. Think classic-to buy 
jeggings even though they’re only four 
dollars, may not be the wisest choice in the 
attire renewal process.

Stick to personal taste. If the piece will sit in 
the closet unworn with slashed price tags at-
tached, it loses the deal appeal.

Flattery will get you everywhere. Choose 

Now for the important part: what to buy. Determining the 
difference between classic and later fashion tragic is quite 
simple. During the January and February sales, stores will 
have a plethora of great Fall/Winter pieces to stock up on. 
The best investments can be found in coats. Trenches, pea 
coats, blazers or leather; you name it, it’s on sale. While 
choosing a coat, keep neutrals in mind. Black, the staple 
of all staples, isn’t your only option. Camel, gray, cream 
and even deep reds are colors that are sure to be seen on 
the runway again.

Women love their shoes, and boots are a must have. Even 
for those in the Southern states where temperatures 
aren’t as forgiving, boots can be an amazing transition 
item for fall. Again, like with coats, stick to neutrals. An 
electric blue bootie is cute and fun for its moment in 
fashion time, but black, camel, gray and brown are made 
to last. Remember to choose boots to compliment body 
shape. Taller women can pull off an ankle or mid-calf boot 
without appearing short while shorter women look best 
in the knee high cut. And a little heel never hurts! Flat 
boots are great—not to mention comfortable—but a 
heel will elongate and slim the figure. 

Accessories like purses, jewelry and tights are also good 
to keep an eye out for. Typically things like tights will 
be marked down almost 75 percent to prepare for the 
spring season. Tights have been seen year after year and 
can really make an outfit—not to mention provide that 
extra warmth for the chilly winter air. Jewelry picks should 
stem from personal taste, keeping in mind the principle 
of choosing classic. Purses may be harder to distinguish 
if they will be in style next year. Stick to neutral color 
palettes and even animal prints as you can always spot a 

leopard every season. 
Perfect winter hats, 
scarves and gloves, too, 
will be at a great price 
range.  

New Year’s Eve usually 
presents an outfit di-
lemma for most women. 
Shopping during the 
sales the year prior can 
save aggravation! Dress-
es from the most elegant 
to cute and casual can 
be found all over the re-
tail world. When picking 
a dress for the next year, keep vintage as a focus. Every fall 
one designer will choose from the ‘40s, ‘50s and ‘60s as in-
spiration. These eras are filled with timeless silhouettes. If 
in doubt, dress it up. Being told you were the best dressed 
at a party is never a bad thing. 

Now the most important tip of all: try on! While these 
huge sales are occurring, a strict refund/return policy is 
normally in place. There isn’t a point in purchasing items 
that will not fit or compliment in the long run. So the best 
solution is to always try on before purchasing. These sales 
will create a retail battle ground of sorts. Lines and crowds 
are sure to be there, so patience is a virtue. If baring the 
crowds is not appealing, online shopping may be the best 
option. 

Online spending is tricky though. Since the clothing or 
shoes will not be available to try on, sticking to stores 
shopped at before is very important. Retailers all cut their 
pieces differently. A size six at one store could be a four at 
the next. Before making any online purchases, check the 
return policy. Great online shopping sites will offer free 
return shipping, but this is not always typical. 

So now, armed with tips and a game plan, sale shopping 
should be a breeze. Remember sticking to neutrals, per-
sonal taste and that only pieces that flatter are essential. 
And for one final word of advice: while trying the pieces 
on visualize the outfit in 5 or 10 years. Looking back at a 
photo of it, will it still be as loved? No one wants to be a 
fashion victim! 

Written by Arriel Ginter

Now 
the most 

important 
tip of all: 

try on! 

1
2
3

Fashion Shopping
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Fashion 
Jewelry for 
Freedom

Women at Risk International (WAR Int’l) creates circles of protection around women at risk, 
addressing issues such as human trafficking in 31 countries by allowing these women to 
work with dignity and giving them a safe place to rewrite the stories of their lives.

Every time you buy jewelry from WAR, Int’l,  you 
know that you just helped not only rescue, but 
restore and empower a woman or child at risk. 
The women who create these pieces are not asking 
for a handout, only that you enjoy the beautiful 
works of their hands, and in turn, play a part in 
giving them life, freedom and dignity. Rebecca 
McDonald, founder of WAR Int’l says “I have seen 
women stand and cry as they try on our jewelry. I 
love to think it is because the jewelry is high end, 
excellent quality, made with real stones and low-
priced. But, honestly, it is because of the woman 
who made it and what the purchase will mean in 
her life.”

Fashion Accessories
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   Everyday Women 

Favorite Quote: “But those who 
hope in the LORD will renew their 
strength. They will soar on wings like 
eagles; they will run and not grow 
weary, they will walk and not faint.”

I was born in California 
and raised on a farm, and 
have been a Christian 
since I was 5 years old. I 
went to school for fash-
ion in Los Angeles, but I 
moved to New York City 
almost four years ago. I 
felt called by God to move 
here to be a light and a 
positive force in the fash-
ion industry. I feel blessed 
to work here. 

I go to a church that meets 
in Chelsea called the 
Manhattan Gathering. It’s 
a wonderful community of 
people who love the Lord 
and want to follow Him 
their whole life.

Lindy Leiser,  
production associate for 

menswear company

Beautiful just the way you are
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Have you ever applied makeup in the morning 
just to realize that it has magically vanished by 
midday? If your makeup always seems to flee, 
you’re not alone. Plenty of women struggle to 
keep their makeup looking good all day. Get 
ahead of the game by learning a few ways to keep 
your face in place. Once you’ve nailed down a 
few stay-put makeup tricks, you’ll never have to 
worry about disappearing makeup again. 

Start with a Firm Foundation

The first step in scoring makeup that won’t 
budge is your foundation.  The oils on your 
face fight against your makeup, causing it 

to run and fade, so make sure you always start 
with a freshly washed face.  After washing your 
face, apply a small amount of moisturizer. Now, 
rub a liquid foundation on your fingers to warm 
it, before applying it to your face. Finish off with 
a dusting of loose powder to set your foundation 
in place.

Gorgeous, Crease-Free Eyes

Keeping your eye makeup from creasing 
can be answered in one word: primer. If you 
don’t have an eye primer, go out and get one 

immediately. Eye primers soak up the oils on your 
lids and provide an adhesive for your eye shadow 
and eyeliner.  Just apply your primer and wait for 
it to dry. Then, apply eye makeup as usual.

 Makeup 101:

 5 Tips to Keep Your Face in

 Place All Day Long

   By Pamela Simmons

 To get even more staying power, try layering your 
shadow. Start with a cream and then top that with 
a powder shadow in the same shade. 

Go Waterproof

Another simple way to protect your eye 
makeup from smearing is to opt for wa-
terproof formulas. Mascaras and eyeliners 

both come in waterproof types that guarantee 
much longer wear than typical products, so switch  
makeup and avoid those dreaded raccoon eyes.

No-Budge Lipstick

Lipstick can be one of the toughest cosmet-
ics to keep in place. Usually, basic things 
like eating and drinking will cause it to 

fade. If your lips are up to it, switch to a long-wear 
lipstick formula. Just make sure to apply gloss on 
top, as long-wear lipsticks can be drying. 

If long-wear isn’t your thing, prep your lips by 
exfoliating to create a smooth base. You can do 
this by using a store-bought lip scrub, or by rub-
bing a toothbrush over your lips.Then, apply one 
coat of lipstick, blot, swipe on a light dusting of 
translucent powder, add one more coat of lipstick 
and blot again.

Maintaining the Look

If you’re still a little worried about your 
makeup, a little maintenance should do 
the trick. Try carrying oil blotting sheets. 

They’re tiny and compact, so they’ll easily fit into 
any handbag.  Throughout the day, pull a sheet 
out and blot it all over your face. The sheets will 
absorb oils on your skin without aggravating your 
makeup. Out of blotting sheets? No problem. Toi-
let seat covers work just as well in a pinch.

1

2

3 4

5
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hat’s the first thing that comes 
to mind when you think of 
winter? Is it snow, the holidays 
and bundling up next to a 
fire with a mug of cocoa? Or 

maybe it’s a runny nose, irritated skin and 
chapped and cracked lips?

For so many of us, it’s what’s behind door 
number two. Winter is an exciting season 
full of holidays and celebration, but you 
can’t discount the fact that your skin 
takes a serious beating when the climate 
changes.

As the weather gets colder, the drop in 
humidity means that the moisture in your 
skin is totally zapped. In fact, for most of 
us, it’s not uncommon to struggle with 
oily, acne-prone skin in the summer and 
dry, irritated, chapped skin in the winter. 

But what many of us forget about al-
together is that the skin on our lips is 
delicate. That’s right. The thin skin on 
your lips is normally completely forgot-
ten about when you slather on sunscreen 
at the beach, moisturize your skin in the 
winter and even apply a vitamin-rich face 
mask as an anti-aging treatment. 

This winter, make it your New Year’s 
Resolution to give your lips the TLC they 
deserve. If you want a pucker that’s soft, 
supple and kissable, then it all boils down 
to how you treat your lips year-round, 
especially as the seasons change. 

5 Best Lip Products 
To Prevent and Treat Chapped Lips

1 Maybelline Baby Lip
Who doesn’t want to have lips as soft as a baby’s you-know-what? 
Baby Lips by Maybelline is an SPF 20 moisturizing lip balm that 
will quench your lips in even the driest of climates. It’s made with 
a lip renewal formula to offer 8-hour hydration, meaning that your 
lips will be softer and more supple in just four weeks. It also comes 
in six different moisturizing shades to add a touch of color to your 
pout. Can we say “like”? 

2 Kiss My Face Organic Lip Care
Kiss My Face offers a hydrating lip treatment with organic ingre-
dients so that you don’t have to worry about slathering unwanted 
chemicals onto your pucker. These lip balms come in flavors like 
vanilla honey, coconut and sliced peach, giving you a little taste of 
summer when the weather is frightful outside. 

3 Korres Lip Butter 
If your lips are desperately crying out for hydration, then a little (or 
a lot) of lip butter will do the trick. This rich lip balm is shiny and 
lightly tinted, so you can wear it as a substitute for heavy lipstick 
day-to-day until your chapped lips are healed. It’s made with rice 
wax and Shea butter for all day hydration. Even better, it’s formu-
lated without irritating ingredients like sulfates, 
synthetic fragrances, parabens and petrochemicals. 
Trust us, the last thing that dry, chapped lips need is 
chemicals, which will only cause more irritation. 

4 Fresh Sugar Lip Treatment 
This lip treatment has an SPF of 15, which may 
seem totally irrelevant in the winter. But, keep in 
mind that even in cold, cloudy weather, UVA rays—
responsible for premature aging—can penetrate 
the skin. Wearing an SPF lip balm day in and day 
out will protect your lips from internal damage so 
that they can heal and hydrate even more quickly. Fresh Sugar Lip 
Treatment is made with reparative oils and waxes, as well as real 
sugar. It’s also formulated with naturally plumping essential fatty 
acids and antioxidants to firm lips and prevent premature wrinkles 
caused by outside free radical damage. And did we mention that 
it’s made without parabens, sulfates or synthetic dyes? Score! 

5.Clarins HydraQuench Moisture Replen-
ishing Lip Balm 
If you’re looking for a traditional lip balm without all the bells and 
whistles, you’ve come to the right place. But don’t let the simple 
formulation fool you. Clarins HydraQuench is an intensive hydrat-
ing balm that will relieve the discomfort and pain of chapped lips. 
The balm provides all-day-long hydration and protection and is 
made with essential rose wax to stimulate natural healing in the 
skin. The balm also contains Ceramide 3, an ingredient that’s 
identical in structure to the lipids in your skin to quickly repair 
chapped, dry and irritated lips by restoring the skin’s natural mois-
ture barrier.

Winter Lip Care 101 
Stop Problems Before They Start
When it comes to transitioning your lips into colder weather, pre-
vention is key. We recommend exfoliating your lips at home two 
to three times per week year-round. You can do this with a damp 
washcloth, an old toothbrush or even granulated sugar mixed with 
a little bit of Vaseline. 

This home exfoliation is just one more way to give your lips some 
extra attention to prevent chapping come winter. By removing 
dead skin from your lips on a regular basis, you’ll stimulate new, 
healthy cell growth. You’ll also prevent product buildup from lip 
glosses and lipsticks throughout the day that can sit on your lips 
and cause long-term irritation. 

After exfoliating, make sure to treat your lips 
with one of the lip treatments above for the best 
results in hydration and protection. 

If you feel like your chapped lips have gotten 
out of control, take a break from lipstick for a 
few months. For many of us, this may be almost 
impossible to do, but luckily, quite a few of the 
lip treatments listed above are naturally tinted. 

Unless you’re using organic lipstick, the odds 
are that it’s full of chemicals, synthetic dyes and 
other undesirable ingredients. When you think 
about the fact that these chemical ingredients 
will be sitting on your fragile lips all day long, 

it’s no wonder that they’re screaming for a break by the end of the 
day!

As the best rule of thumb, treat your lips with the same care that 
you treat the rest of your skin. Protect them with SPF year-round, 
exfoliate regularly and hydrate with a nourishing lip treatment 
every day. Your lips—and your significant other—will thank you 
when you have a soft, silky and perfectly kissable pout this winter!

By Bethany Ramos

  Lip Service

  Winter Lip Tlc 

w
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   Everyday W0menn 
Favorite Quote: I Corinthians 2:9 (NKJV): “Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered into the 
heart of man the things which God has prepared for those who love Him.”

God is moving here in the Big Apple. Having never visited, I packed my bags and abandoned my West 
Coast lifestyle, all in the name of faith. I get to spend my weekdays doing the corporate thing and invest-
ing my administrative expertise into the aerospace and defense sector. Now I am blessed to be a part 
of The Brooklyn Tabernacle Choir, where I’ve been adopted into a family of worshippers and a hungry 
church body. Time moves faster here; I must look to the Lord constantly just to exist, but one can only 
grow mightily in a place like this … I can’t imagine being any place else.

Sara Presley, 
admin assistant in 

the aerospace sector

Beautiful just the way you are
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Defining Inner Beauty
A woman who recognizes her inner beauty looks like she always has 
a happy secret she can’t wait to tell! I am so proud to say that at 40 
years old, I feel more beautiful than ever. In fact, I feel younger and 
younger by the day. Inner beauty comes when you stop performing 
and just realize that despite the “facts” around you, you are accepted. 

Aaron Horton
a passionate lover of Jesus,  a  co-founder and President of Creative Kingdom Expression (CKE) 
“seek,” a ministry raising up artistic and marketplace “ministers.”  She is also Worship Pastor at 
Morning Star New York (MSNY).

You are loved. 
You are cherished. 
You, lovely lady, 
are the greatest of 
treasures! When 
you embrace that 
fact, you walk 
taller, you smile 
more and you 
laugh lots!!! There 
is nothing more 
beautiful than a 
truly happy wom-
an who radiates 
from the inside 
out.

www.gracefulchic.com
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Mirror Mirror 

on the Wall 

“I feel Ugly 

Today”

How to Combat Bad Beauty Days

If we’re a young mother arriving at our mid-30s, do we 
marvel at the strength of our thighs in their ability to 
carry a sleeping 2-year-old or a full load of laundry up 
two flights of stairs at the end of our long day? If we’re 
rounding that corner of life into our 50s, are we amazed at 
how our body has served us? Are we still feeling “fearfully 
wonderful” or do our true inner emotions and thoughts 
run closer to “fading fast” or “fiercely frumpy”?
 What foundations are carefully packed away within the 
recesses of our minds that we utilize to shape our self-
image? 

Every woman has “one of those days” at some time or     
another in her life. You know that sort of day; it’s the one 
when nothing fits or your hair just won’t cooperate. It’s 
the day when an extra five pounds showed up out of no-
where and now even your fat jeans won’t fit. Sadly, when 
that day arrives, we discover that our ideas about how 
we actually look as compared to how we think we ought 
to look have been influenced by the culture in which we 
live, as well as by the messages, truthful or false, that we 
choose to believe about ourselves. Many of us have been 
conditioned from a very early age to feel good or bad 
about ourselves based upon the number on the scale, on 
our driver’s license or on the tag inside the back of our 
jeans. Early on we bought into the lie that a large por-
tion of our value is derived from our size, sensuality and 
attractiveness.

Determining to see ourselves as beautiful isn’t just a mat-
ter of denying that we have these “ugly” days. Sooner or 
later they do arrive. Successfully surviving the ugly days 
comes by determining ahead of time how we will re-
spond to them when they happen. Rather than grabbing 
the chocolate or breaking out the ice cream and drown-
ing our sorrows in pouts and mantras that include a list of 
our flaws and imperfections, each of us must prepare an 
emergency set of truths to gird ourselves and to feed to 
our inner being. These truths will prove just as valuable as 
the emergency cover stick, lip gloss or blotting cloths that 

we won’t leave home without. After all, what we choose 
to believe about who we are and about how we are cre-
ated is foundational to how we carry ourselves and how 
we interact with our environment, as well as with those 
who occupy it. 

What Scriptures or truths do you have readily available to 
reassure you of your true beauty on those fat days, bad 
hair days and general blah-feeling days? Do you evaluate 
yourself based on more than an arbitrary series of num-
bers? Your value to God as His respected and cherished 
daughter is far greater than those hurtful words you may 
be listening to and perhaps even repeating over yourself. 
Mantras such as “You’re ugly,” “Nobody loves you” and 
“You don’t measure up” that may have originated outside 
of you can very quickly become your own thoughts and 
self-talk. Such destructive self-talk will lead to unhealthy 
attitudes and behaviors as well as to a poor self-image. 
It may also lead to jealousy, resentment and bitterness 
against God. 

Followers of Christ are commanded to speak the truth 
in love. This Scriptural principle applies not only to the 
words that we speak to others, but to the things that we 
tell ourselves. Learning to apply these truths to our lives 
and to speak them over ourselves when the uglies arrive 
will help us to remember that we are fearfully and won-
derfully female; glorious and unique in every detail. 

Fabulous females come in all sorts of heights, shapes, sizes 
and colors. Each of us is God’s designer creation and as such 
we are as unique as the lilies of the field and the birds in the 
sky.

Embracing our uniqueness offers us an opportunity to 
display the artistic majesty of our Creator. Remembering 
that God created our bodies with purpose, reverence and 
respect will help us to understand how beautiful we are 
and to care for our bodies accordingly, even when we 
aren’t feeling at our most fabulous best. Have you given 
yourself the freedom to be unique and different and to 
conform only to the image in which He made you, or are 
you still trying to fit the pattern presented in a movie, 
music video or television show? Start the transformation 
by assembling an emergency kit of truths that will act as 
a mirror to reflect the true beauty of you, and determine 
today to eliminate those negative thoughts and emotion-
al responses. Shift your focus from what minor imperfec-
tions you think that you might see to focusing on the 
truth of who you are. Why be off the rack when you are 
meant to be haute couture?

Adapted from “Fearfully Female and Wonderfully Woman” by 
Cynthia W.Pratt, (Westbow/Thomas Nelson.) © 2011.

magine that it’s the ever-dreaded bathing 

suit season. There we stand, half-naked, 

cloistered away behind the draped opening 

of the department store dressing room. It’s only 

us but we’re totally exposed under the harshest

lighting we’ve ever encountered in our life. What 

do we see when we gaze longer than a minute 

into that full-length, 360-degree vision enabling 

mirror?  If we’re a teen, do we praise our lean 

legs, slender hips and perky breasts? 

I

Inner Beauty
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NO SEX IN 
THE CITY

Lindsey Isham

Except from the book: For some reason I love talking 
about sex (or should I say the lack thereof?). I heard 
rumors that the average American woman marries 
by age twenty-four, but when I researched it further, I 
found out that statistic was true in the 1970s.i Today 
the average age is about twenty-six.ii How the heck did 
I get to be thirty and still unmarried? It sounds surreal 
when I actually say it out loud: “I am a thirty-year old 
virgin.” I don’t think I’m old, but for some reason I 
thought I would have had sex by now.

I was twenty, a sophomore in college, when I first 
heard a man teach a biblical view of sex. The Bible talks 
about sex? I had no idea. So, for the past ten years, 
I’ve been excited about sex. I’ll open books and turn 
straight to what I call the “good chapters.” Why not 
skim those chapters first? If you are anything like me, 
you probably looked at the table of contents in this 
book and skipped straight to chapter 10—the sex chap-
ter. If you did, welcome back to the beginning. The way 
I see it, it never hurts to reread the sex chapter, right? 

I don’t consider myself a violent individual, but 
sometimes I feel like shooting the person who said that 
women don’t reach their sexual peak until age thirty-
five. Here’s the thing: If I am not in my sexual peak 
right now, then what the heck is happening to me? 
Some people have said, “It’s just stress.” Others have 
said, “It’s just because you are a virgin.” Hmm. Recently 
I confessed to my mentor, Judith, that I am constantly 
thinking about sex.

She just smiled and said this was nor-
mal. Normal! I rarely hear other single, 
Christian women talking about how 
horny they are.

Only guys are supposed to have this problem, right? If 
I have six more years of singleness with the constant 
onslaught of sexual thoughts and desires, I just might 
go postal.

I guess I am in what you could call a “pre-postal” stage 
in my life. I have been in this stage for at least eight 
years, and I don’t know how much longer I can take it. 
Because I have been deprived of sex for far too long,
I sometimes feel that at any minute I could be the 

front-page story that reads, “Virgin Girl Goes Postal.” I 
suppose I could move to the mountains and live like a 
Lumber Jill—alone, with a dog, and far away from gor-
geous men, sexualized media, and everything else that 
makes me think about sex. Maybe then my sexual 
desires would ease up a bit. In the meantime, I live in 
a city, have a regular job, and am trying to stop the 
progression of my “pre-postal” condition. So far I have 
seen very little progress.

In fact, in a recent survey, 26 percent of 
teens said, “It’s embarrassing to admit 
being a virgin.”

I am surrounded by awkward men who think that 
virgins are fictional characters in Greek myths. This 
must explain why they are so shocked when they find 
out that I am still a virgin. If only I could come up with 
a way to give guys advanced notice about my virginity. 
You see, I figure that if men are forewarned, we can 
spend the majority of the conversation centered on 
something other than my sexual choices. Not that my 
sexual choices aren’t important, valuable, or interest-
ing, because they are. It is just really difficult to get to 
know a guy when he is stuttering, “So you speak about 
abstinence for a living? You actually believe that people 
can get married without ever having sex? Oh, you are 
proof that it’s possible to be abstinent. So, uh . . . um, 
you’re a—so you have never, uh . . . How do I say this?” 
I reply with a smile and say, “It’s okay. You can say it. 
Yes, I am a virgin.”

“You’re a what?” When a guy finds out that I am a vir-
gin, in between stumbling over his words, he looks at 
me as if I were an alien. You know the look: blank stare, 
jaw wide open, crinkled forehead. It’s as if I have a third 
eye or eight arms. Then, once he processes the whole 
“virgin thing,” he hesitates because he is looking for a 
politically correct way to identify me. For some reason, 
the term virgin is not politically correct anymore. In 
fact, in a recent survey, 26 percent of teens said, “It’s 
embarrassing to admit being a virgin.” Maybe I should 
call myself a more socially acceptable term, something 
other than virgin. I just looked up “virgin” in the dic-
tionary. How about unadulterated or immaculate?

Except from No Sex in the City, By Lindsey Isham,        
(Kregel Publications) © 2009 

NO SEX IN THE CITY

I am a thirty-year-old virgin on purpose, not by accident, and I 
am so horny. Yes, that’s right, I want sex! In fact, I am sure that I 
need it. Am I allowed to say that? Am I wrong for thinking that?

Dating & Relationships
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Lindsey Isham is the author of the book, “No 
Sex in the City: One Virgin’s Confessions on 
Love, Lust, Dating and Waiting.” As a speaker 
she has had the opportunity to talk to audienc-
es for 13 years about her passion for marriage, 
sex and virginity. She lives in San Diego where 
she loves match-making, sushi and working 
out. Recently she sat down to answer a few 
questions just for Graceful Chic Readers.

Faithful, passionate, prayerful, analytical and funny.

Protein (all sorts).

“Ever After” and the BBC version of “Pride and Prejudice.” 
(It must be the BBC version.)

You mention being “extremely old-fashioned” on your 
 

Not having sex until I’m married is one obvious way. But 
also, I really expect men to be gentlemen and women to 
be ladies. Men should act like men and pay for the girl’s 
food! If you ask me on a date, I think it’s only right that you 
should provide me with food, because I’m worth chicken!

On your blog, you mention that you love to match-

I introduced my best friend to her husband. I introduced 
them at a party and now I’m like an adopted aunt for their 
three kids.

Because of my sense of humor, even when dates went 
horribly wrong, I was still able to make a good story out 
of it, but getting stood up on my birthday was pretty low. I 
thought, “You’ve got to be kidding me!” A lot of guys have 
asked me out “as friends,” and made me wonder “is it a 
date or not?” which is never fun. 

In high school, there was a guy in my karate class who said, 
“Hey, let’s get something to eat.” I didn’t realize it was a 
date. He ended up being a magician and started doing tricks 
at the restaurant. I was so embarrassed, I wanted to hide. 

Recently, my best guy friend and I took a month to fast and 
pray and see if we could be more than friends. Long before 
the month was over, he ended up writing on my Facebook 
page (for all to see) about how much he cared for me and 

asked me out on a date. I had to wait three more weeks 
for the date, since we had decided to take a month to pray 
about it. When I was getting ready for the date, everything 

then I was late. But he was so patient. When we got to the 
restaurant, I was so nervous. But it was so great after being 
such good friends for two years. And, the best part is that 
we are still dating!

Why should our readers check out your book, “No Sex 

Growing up, I knew what I wanted and didn’t want with 
sex. I found myself getting bored with all the books. I asked 
myself why I was getting bored with books about sex. But 
the issue is that there are all these books out there that are 
about sex, but don’t really talk about sex. My message is, 
“Sex is this amazing thing that you have to look forward 
to!” It doesn’t make sense to tell people that sex is bad. 
I am certainly not perfect, but I’m still a virgin at 32 and 
what I’ve tried to write is a how-to book on purity. It’s fun 
and informative and it meets people where they are. 

Sex, dating and relationships, and why you should trust 
God about these topics.

You talk about growing up and being drilled with the 
mantra, “Don’t have sex; sex is bad.” If you could re-

Sex is worth waiting for. 

I love to talk about sex! It makes me happy! I chose to talk 
about sex because I am extremely passionate about mar-
riage and I’m sick of divorce. It is so important that people 
understand they can’t base their marriage on sex. When 
there is no sex in the beginning of the relationship, it forces 
couples to work on communicating well.  Sex is the glue, 
not the foundation for marriage and my heart is to protect 
marriage and family. Sex has confused people and caused 

relationship. 
 
Do you ever feel that talking about sex all the time 

I’ve always wanted to know what God has to say about sex. 
It doesn’t make it harder to stay pure because the message 
I spread is to trust God in this area of your life. People 
are asking, “How much longer do I have to wait?” And, 
whether we talk about it or not, sex is still saturating our 
culture. We can either talk about it the right way or not. 

do (what you talk about) for a 
living, do you encounter resis-

an “expert” on something you’ve 

There’s a chapter in my book 
entitled, “You’re a what?” People 
often give me a hard time about 
this, questioning how I could know 
anything about this. But, just be-
cause someone has sex, it doesn’t 
make them good at it. It’s not my 
authority; it is me talking about 
what God says about sex.

What would you say to encour-
age our readers who are in your 

says that any time we obey him, we 
are blessed. We can’t always see 
the blessing, but it’s real. Sex isn’t 
something I wanted to not think 
about. I know without a doubt that 
it will be worth it. To be honest, the 
way I deal with it now is to remove 
myself from the situation and set 
boundaries. I remember that sex is a 
God thing and it honors God. 

Also, I work out! The gym is my 
best friend! I pray a lot about it and 
talk to God about it. 

Dating & Relationships
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ating can be an overwhelming and frustrating 
process, whether it’s serious or causal. How do 
you know when you are ready to embark on 
this journey? Here are three aspects you should 
consider as you make your decision “to date or 
not to date?”

#1 Know Yourself - Many things in our 
lives (past and present) have shaped us—our views, our behaviors, 
our emotions and our perspectives. Take the time to examine how 
your past influences affect how you view yourself and the world 
around you. The insights you gain into your own life will deepen 
your understanding and appreciation of yourself. Author Ralph 
Ellison said, “When I discover who I am, I’ll be free.”   

#2 Love Yourself - If you don’t love yourself and enjoy being 
with yourself, how can you expect someone else to? Many women 
have bought into the lie you have to be “perfect” (whatever that is) 
in order to be loved. Perfection is an impossible standard which 
will never be met. You are worthy of love just the way you are. 
When my daughter was a preschooler we sang a song by Laurie 
Berkner called “I’m Not Perfect.” The lyrics are “You’re not perfect, 
no you’re not. You’re not perfect, but you’ve got what you’ve got. 

NO SEX 

IN THE 

CITY

To Date 
Or Not to Date?

You do your very best very best each day, but you’re not perfect 
and you know I love you that way.” Begin to embrace and accept 
all parts of yourself, strengths and weaknesses. 

#3 Know What You Want - If you don’t know what 
you’re looking for, how will you know when you’ve found it? 
I’m not talking about preferences for attributes such as attrac-
tive, smart, fun to be around, witty, athletic, etc.—these quali-
ties can make dating more interesting and entertaining, but they 
will not sustain a relationship over the long haul. I am talking 
about character, values, morals, goals and interests. These are the 
non-negotiable, must-have preferences for a long-lasting rela-
tionship. Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John Townsend state in their 
book “Boundaries in Dating” that “you are initially attracted to a 
person’s outsides, but over time you will experience his insides.” 
A person’s character, values and morals will be with you for the 
life of the relationship and his goals and interests will dictate how 
you spend your time and maybe even your life. 

Even though dating can be scary and daunting, like most things 
in life, the more prepared you are, the better off you’ll be. Begin 
your journey today by getting to know yourself, loving yourself 
and determining what you want. Happy Trails! 
       
 Tondra Gregory, NCC, M. Ed.

D
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Lindsey Isham

What’s the best part 

I get to talk about sex! 
The most surprising 
thing is that on stage, 
I don’t know how 
people are receiving 
what I say. But, people 
started contacting me 
after a speech or after 
they read my book to 
tell me how much my 
talk impacted them. 
It’s so encouraging to 
hear that what I’m say-
ing is helping them! 
I didn’t know people 
really did that! 

I am a part of some-
thing that God is 
doing, all across the 
world! I am so thank-
ful that God is letting 
me be part of this!

There is something 
near the beginning of 
my book that I want 
to repeat here: I don’t 
know what you’ve 
been through, but 
every woman is worth 
waiting for!  

As told to Laura Heller.



you for that.)  And then, the second 
we meet, it begins. I’ve judged him 
as “worthy or not.” I know he does 
the same with me And then we set 
out to prove ourselves. As we go 
through the first date motions, I start 
to wonder,

 Is he going to pay? Should I expect 
him to? Is this shirt too low cut? Am 
I’m talking too much? Should I look 
at his eyes with more frequency? 
What did my friend tell him about 
me? Yuck, why did he wear those 
shoes?

On one such occasion, the 
dude was so infuriating 
that by the end of the date, 
I shouted “you’re a jerk!” 
while tears streamed 
down my face. The worst 
part was that he thought I 
was joking and laughed at 
me. I kid not.

Another time, I was just 
bored to tears. I have 
never found spaghetti 
marinara with meatballs 
to be so dull. 

Other dates really weren’t 
so bad, they just didn’t 
win me over. 

But, for the sake of self-
preservation, I should say 
that I’m pretty sure that 
I’m not a bad date. I’m pleasant and 
easy to talk to and dress appropri-
ately for the occasion.

I offer witty comebacks and smile 
on cue. I say please and thank you 
and let the guy open doors for me. 
I’m really nice. Heck, I’m a catch. 
It could just be that I’m picky and 
unfair. I am willing to admit that it 
could be entirely my fault. 

BLIND 

DATING

My Kiss 
& Tell
Stories 
BY LAURA  HELLER

haven’t been much of a dater, 
the way a fish doesn’t natural-
ly hang out in a hamster cage.

It’s more by default than by 
choice.

 
I’m one of those girls who was ter-
rified of boys for the majority of my 
adolescence 
(making myself unintentionally un-
approachable) and was too busy for 
serious dating in college (continuing 
my theme of accidental inapproach-
ability).
This continued until one day I real-
ized that every boy within 1,000 
miles was either married or 15 years 

younger than me. I’m just lucky like 
that. And of course, it doesn’t help 
that my default instinct in social 
settings with the opposite sex is 
awkwardness. 

So, what’s a girl to do? I’ve tried my 
hand at dating whenever the offer 
comes. Online, blind, speed, double, 
triple. I’ve tried it all. Through it all, 
I’ve learned a thing or two.

This year, a friend begged me to try 
online dating, so I gave it a go and 
found it to be unnatural and awk-
ward. But I tried it, and I’m willing to 
try it again under the right circum-
stances because I’m crazy enough to. 
And over the past few years, when-
ever a friend has suggested that she 
knew a guy who she thought I might 
get along with, I’ve made it my goal 
to say yes to the wildly masochistic 
invitation of blind dating. I’ve gone 
on a notable number of blind dates 
and had an equal number of stories 
that illustrate my lack of success.

We’ve all heard that insanity is doing 
the same thing over and over again 
but expecting different results. But, 
oh the things we do for love.

The blind dates always start out 
approximately the same way. This 
guy and I plan to meet in some safe 
public location, usually involving 
beverages.

Typically I’ve already psychoana-
lyzed his choice of location, wonder-
ing why he chose what he did. Then, 
I try my best to be casually late and 
enter the date location with the guy’s 
description etched in my brain, pray-
ing he will be obvious and even hot-
ter than expected (99 percent of my 
dates describe themselves in advance 
as “a guy with brown hair, brown 
eyes, jeans and a shirt.” Thank

I

As much as I tend to cringe at the 
memories of my past blind dates, I 
genuinely endorse the idea of trying 
it out. After all, my parents met on 
a blind date, and they’ve made it 44 
years, so it can’t be all bad. 

So needless to say, when the oppor-
tunity comes,  I take the challenge; 
I meet for that coffee, predeter-
mine whether or not I’m going to 
like him, determine if I’m going to 
marry him in the first 10 seconds, 
cut the date short if necessary, drawl 

it out if I’m in to him. And then, I 
either hope he’ll call again or pray 
he doesn’t.

But I have to admit that I actually, 
really like the experience. I enjoy 
meeting guys. I enjoy the process, 
the challenge, the thrill, the risk, the 
disappointment and the reminder 
that I’m human and a woman.
It’s just so much fun, even if I’m 
consistently unlucky.

 Challenging myself (and challeng-
ing others to challenge themselves) 
is something I have intentionally 
set out to do. That’s why I deter-
mined to give online dating a try, 
that’s why I say yes to blind date—
that’s why I do a lot of the crazy 
things I do. It’s highly possible that 
my reputation precedes me as a girl 
who is horrible at dating, or just 
horrible at interacting with men. 
But, I have determined that when 
I have the chance, I will try the 
insanity of dating and continue to 

try it in whatever form it 
comes at me. As crazy as it 
sounds. 

And chances are, one or 
two readers are where I am, 
finding this dating game 
terrifying/dull. A few of you 
are probably like me, where 
you are yet to find that one 
guy (for the sake of argu-
ment, we will just pretend 
it’s entirely the guy’s fault) 
who laughs at the appropri-
ate times, is hotter than a 
hotcake and knows all the 
right things to say. Chances 
are the fear of rejection has 
won you over a time or two. 
Chances are you’ve been a 
bit unlucky too. But take 
the risk. Try your hand at 
something you’ve hesitated 
to do. 

The truth is that, for me, even if 
it’s been mostly bad, it’s made for 
some entertaining stories (even 
when the joke is on me). I am liv-
ing on the assumption that with 
enough bad date stories under my 
belt, I may actually get lucky one of 
these days and find that guy who 
made all this craziness not seem so 
insane. And if I don’t? I’ve still got 
some really great stories. 

My Awkward Blind Date Moments

1. I once arrived to a blind date early and stayed in my 
car for a few minutes to work up some courage, only to 
look over and see my date sitting in his car in the park-
ing spot beside mine, waving dramatically and grinning 
at me. (Clearly he was confident he had the right girl 
based on my photo).

2. When the check came out on a double blind date, 
the two guys discussed whether or not they should pay 
for the girls ... while we were sitting there at the table. 

3. A date once asked me if I wanted to pay, but before 
I could answer, suggested that I pay the tip and “call it 
even”.

Dating & Relationships
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   Everyday Womenn 

I’m 23 years old and have been a Christian for eight years. I’ve attended Hope Christian Center since I 
was 16; that’s when I realized how real God really is and that He wants to have a real relationship with 
me. 

I have experienced the power of God in my life through overcoming major childhood hardships. I am 
adopted and met my biological mom at her funeral when I was 10 years old. I now see how God can 
use the pain of my past to minister to the needs of hurting young girls just like I was, as I serve on mis-
sions trips to Africa on my breaks from school.

Caprice Taylor, 
student at Fashion Institute of Technology & wardrobe stylist

Beautiful just the way you are
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Project Runway model Kalyn Hemphill 
grew up singing in church but these 
days the successful 23-year-old can be 
found growing up in front of a camera.

By Lisa Costantini
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People think of models as such girly girls but you grew up 
in Texas and love to hike, bike and go rafting. What are your 
feelings on fashion?
Yes, I am an adventure-seeker and I love anything outdoors! 
I also adore fashion. I believe that the clothes you wear are 
an expression of yourself, and there is such creativity and 
freedom in that. I personally love chic clothes with an edgy 
twist, and I adore vintage jewelry. 

What would you say are your three favorite pieces in your 
closet this season? 
My burgundy blazer, black cigarette pants and lace-up 
boots. 

We see that you’re also passionate about 
God. Is it difficult to hold tight to your 
religious beliefs in the world of model-
ing?
It is a daily challenge of living “in the 
world, but not of the world.” There are 
so many pressures, but I have boundar-
ies (such as no nudity, etc.), and I al-
ways have to remember that I am made 
in the image of Christ when people 
criticize or reject me. I also know that 
I am not in the modeling world for my 
glory, but for the glory of God and the 
furtherance of His kingdom.

In addition to modeling, you also sing. When did you first 
start singing in church? 
I started singing in the church choir at First United Method-
ist in Lake Jackson, Texas when I was young and then as I 
got older started singing solos. To this day, my favorite song 
to sing in church is “How Great Thou Art.” 

With so many interests what would you say you’re most pas-
sionate about? 
I feel the most “at home” in this life on earth when I am 
performing or on a stage. It is a thrill, joy and passion that is 
hard to describe, except that it just feels right. I can express 
myself through the character I am playing or the song I am 

singing, and it is a true release. I love when I get to sing, act 
and dance all at one time and that is why musical theatre is 
so fun for me. But I love all aspects of the arts and entertain-
ment world.

What would you say is your favorite part about 
your job?
I love that every day is different, unpredictable, challenging 
and full of adventure. I can be on a modeling shoot in NYC 
one day and then on a soap opera audition in LA the next.

Fame goes to a lot of people’s heads. How do you 
stay grounded?

It is a daily surrender of my will, my 
pride and my ambitions and staying 
rooted in the Word. I am a sinner saved 
by grace and this life and my talents are 
not my own … It’s about His fame. 

Do you have a motto you try to live by, or 
Bible verse?
I love and believe Psalm 37:4: “Delight 
yourself in the Lord and He will give 
you the desires of your heart.” 

What would you say to someone who 
wanted to follow in your footsteps? 
- Don’t settle for “Plan B.” Boldly follow 

the dreams God has placed in your heart and never com-
promise your beliefs for fame, money or others’ approval.

- Know that this industry requires extremely hard work, 
years of persistence and a lot of rejection, but it is worth it!

-Listen carefully for God’s guiding voice and seek wise 
counsel in decisions. 

You’ve said before that you love challenges. What are some 
challenges you’ve had to overcome in your life? 
I think one of the biggest challenges I have faced in my life 
is growing up with two brothers on the autism spectrum. 

o say Kalyn Hemphill is just a model is like saying chocolate is just a food. The 
23-year-old is so much more than that. (And don’t even get us started on how we feel 
about chocolate.) The winning model on season 6 of the hit reality show, Project 
Runway and offshoot show, Models of the Runway also lists dancer, actress and 
singer among her talents. Despite having so much on her plate, Graceful Chic’s 

cover girl found time to answer a few questions for our premiere issue. Read on to hear what 
she is most passionate about and the three little-known facts that will surprise you. and the 

Don’t settle for “Plan B.” 
Boldly follow the dreams 
God has placed in your 
heart and never com-

promise your beliefs for 
fame, money or others’     

approval.

T
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Our family life was not always easy, but I love my broth-
ers dearly and God has taught my family countless things 
through our situation about love, patience and compassion 
for those who might be a little different from us. I have 
learned that some of the greatest blessings and lessons God 
can teach us come from hardship and even pain. 

We know you support a lot of different charities; do you get 
the opportunity to work with them very much? If so, how? 

Yes! Two organizations that have played a huge role in my 
life are Models for Christ (MFC) and Red Eye Inc. Models 
for Christ meets weekly for Bible study, prayer and fellow-
ship, and I got involved at 18 when I moved to NYC. MFC is 
an incredible support system of professionals in the fashion 
industry seeking to honor God while navigating through 
the challenges of the modeling world. We do several out-
reach projects in order to reach the people in the fashion 
industry who so desperately need to hear about the hope 
found in Jesus. Red Eye Inc. focuses on community, creativ-
ity and serving humanity with young adults in Los Angeles 
and New York. It is a place where artists, musicians, actors, 
etc. can foster authentic relationships while also using their 
platforms to serve others. I also volunteer with Charity: 
Water and The Austism Society of America. 

Viewers feel like they got to know you on season 6 of Models 
on the Runway, but what are three things we don’t know about 
you?
1) I don’t have a TV! If there is a show I want to watch I 
sometimes download it on Hulu, but for the most part if I 
have a free evening I go see a live band, go to the beach or 
spend time with friends.

2) I am a coffee addict! I have cut down from a pot a day, 
but I still need 3 or 4 cups to get me going in the morning. 
(Not good—I know!) 

3) I am really clumsy. I’m always tripping on things, spilling 
and stubbing my toe. Haha, not sure how I make a living 
being a model and a dancer!

Seeing that you just celebrated your 23rd birthday, where do 
you see yourself at age 30? 

I’m excited to see where God takes me! I hope to have a suc-
cessful career and hopefully will be performing on Broad-
way or in TV/Film. I also hope to marry the man of my 
dreams and be happy and healthy.   
 
For more information on Kalyn, check out her website 
at www.kalynhemphill.com, and follow her on Twitter @
KalynHemphill.

Evening Gown

 Extravaganza
Kalyn takes over the runway
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The news boys
IN CENTRAL   PARK



he Newsboys have been a big name in the 
Christian scene for nearly two decades. 
From their hits in the 1990s such as “Not 
Ashamed,” “Shine” and “Take Me to Your 
Leader” to more recent chart-toppers like 
“Born Again,” the Newsboys’ music has 

gained them numerous fans and awards. But one thing 
they’d never done was play in New York City’s Central 
Park—until last summer.

When the New York City chapter of Women of Vision 
and Morning Star New York reserved a spot in Cen-
tral Park this past August 15th, they planned to hold a 
benefit concert featuring local bands. But when Darcy 
Plimpton-Sims of the New York City chapter sent a 
text message to her pastor asking for help, it started 
a chain reaction that, within 12 hours, ultimately led 

to none other than the Newsboys agreeing to play the 
show for free! The event raised funds and awareness 
for the issue of human trafficking.  Women of Vision 
Director Cindy Breilh and Lynette Lewis, president of 
Stop Child Trafficking Now, were featured speakers.  

Although a downpour soaked the park an hour before 
the concert was scheduled to begin, the sun came out 
in time and the Newsboys played for a crowd of over 
1,000 people. Lead vocalist Michael Tait said, “Being 
the first Christian band to perform on stage in Central 
Park was definitely a “bucket list” moment for us. It 
has always been in our heart to reach each city we visit 
and it was a pleasure and an honor to be able to share 
the message of hope with the citizens of New York.”

www.gracefulchic.com
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The Newsboys In Central Park
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Enjoy Nature



to Linemen  By Asher Fogle

From a professional hockey player to a family man, Adam Burt brings his experience to the field as chaplain for the New 
York Jets. He’s worked with the team for three years, holding chapel services the day before a game and weekly Bible studies 
for the players and coaches. “I speak their language,” he said. “I’ve walked in their footsteps. It allows me to communicate 
the gospel to them in a way they understand. [As] Paul said, ‘I have become all things to all people so that by all possible 
means I might save some.’”

Both thrashings he received and 
opportunities he took to protect his 
teammates illustrate the complicated 
intersection of faith and life for Burt.

“I think I’m known more for having 
plates in my face, rods in my back, 
stitches in my body and my teeth 
gone, than I am for my goals or any-
thing like that,” Burt said with 
a laugh.

“I think there is a time when you 
can fight and it’s sinful. There are 
moments when I’ve dropped the 
gloves and had to repent to Jesus 
afterwards,” Burt said, sharing about 
a Christian teammate who refused 
to fight—and lost the trust of other 
players. “But there’s also very much a 
righteous time when you’re defend-
ing teammates or your fighting for a 
cause and on behalf of other people. 
It’s part of the game.” 

It’s this matter-of-fact expression 
of his life story that makes Burt so 
relatable to athletes and non-athletes 
alike. Most people who live in or 
around New York City can sympa-
thize with Burt’s struggles with anger 
while driving in Manhattan traffic. In 
the midst of fight tales and cultural 
commentary, Burt often manages to 
reveal a deep passion for his family 
and unapologetic pursuit of Christ.

SKATING ON THE EDGE

Burt was born in Detroit, and spent 
many childhood hours skating at 
the Olympia Arena where his father 
worked. He grew up in a “nominally 
Catholic” home, but it wasn’t until his 
parents’ divorce that Burt came to a 
personal faith. His father was granted 
custody, and his mother “was pretty 
devastated,” Burt said. “She found 
herself searching, like we do when 
we’re broken.” 

She found a church, received Jesus 
and then invited Burt and his siblings 

Burt with Josh Goodwin (left) and 
Bruce Ho (right), two men who he says 
he “walks shoulder to shoulder with, 
who challenge and encourage me.”

“Fight the good fight of faith,” the Apostle 
Paul wrote. As a National Hockey League 
player, Adam Burt took this verse from one 
of his faith heroes literally, often willing to 
throw a punch in defense of a teammate. But 
off the rink, he fought to be an example for 
his fellow players.  

Chaplain

Today, Burt, 42, serves as 
the Jets evangelical chaplain 
and the senior associate 
pastor of Morning Star 
New York (MSNY). From 
the pulpit, old fight stories 
are woven into many of his 
sermons.

Men, Men, Men
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to attend with her. After a video presentation “of the end of the world,” Burt said he raised his hand and went to the front 
of the church. “But God really did something in my heart and I started following him.”  Although he had accepted Christ, 
Burt said he was still on the fence. “I thought, Lord, you can have most of me,” he said. “But I still want to do a little bit of 
what I want to do.” 

Five years later, Burt moved to Ontario to play for the North Bay Centennials in the junior hockey league. It was still an 
inner struggle, “this kind of roller coaster ride with Christ,” Burt said, “back and forth between wanting to follow him, and 
having one foot in, one foot out.”

It wasn’t until the 1987 NHL draft that Burt reached a crucial decision. Although slated to go early in the first round, he 
wasn’t chosen until the second round, 39th overall. He decided it was time to commit completely to God. “I’d lived my 

age to take a chance,” he said. “I need to think it through 
and know everything before I will step out of the boat. She’ll 
just go for it, and she challenges me to have more faith.”

When he made the decision to become a pastor after a 14-
year hockey career, Burt considered the cost upon his fam-
ily. Moving from Texas to New Jersey, selling most of their 
possessions and downsizing to an apartment were just some 
of the sacrifices Burt said his wife and two daughters made. 
His response has been to give them the freedom to not be 
bound by the expectations of being the perfect “Pastor’s 
Wife” or “Pastor’s Kids.”

“I’ve always tried to allow my wife and 
my kids to be themselves and to have 
their own personal walk with Christ,” 
he said, “to free them from feeling like 
they have got to fit a mold.” 

Burt said the pressure could be even 
stronger for pastors’ wives to be hyper-
involved in the ministry, often to the 
detriment of their marriage. “Susan 
didn’t come onto the ice with me when 
I played,” he explained. “There’s no 
expectation of that.

ALL THINGS TO ALL 

MEN

In addition to his job as pastor 
at MSNY, several years ago Burt 
felt called to work with athletes 
again. “I knew I hadn’t played 
all those years of sports to not 
apply it somehow in the King-
dom of God.”

After failed attempts to get involved with New 
York teams from the Rangers to the Giants, Burt’s 
chance came when former Jets lineman Kenyon 
Coleman visited MSNY one Sunday. “It was just 
apparent that he was some kind of ball player, 
but he wouldn’t even tell me what he did,” Burt 
remembered of their pre-service chat. “After the 
service, he said to me, ‘Hey man, you should be 
our chaplain.’”

Three years later, Burt is still working with the 
Jets. His chapel services and Bible studies serve as 

whole life to achieve this NHL thing. I felt like I 
was a failure, like I had disappointed my father.” 
Burt prayed: “Lord, I’m not really good at being 
me, so I think I’m going to give you all of me, and 
lets see what you’ve got.” He began digging into 
the Bible and pursuing God. “There was just no 
turning back after that.” 

During his 737-game NHL career, Burt said that 
his secret to overcoming temptation was not try-
ing to avoid sin. “As I began to grow in God and 
fall in love with Jesus, my focus turned to loving 
and pursuing Jesus, rather than avoiding sin. 

There’s a real strength when you start to pursue 
God. A lot of these temptations, they roll off you 
because you’re just pursuing him”

Another powerful force for Burt was realizing 
that, as one of the few Christians in the NHL, 
his life was on display. People expected him “to 
live right,” and even gave him a nickname—“The 
Pope.” To help with his walk, Burt also developed 
a group of friends and mentors who could pro-
vide accountability, encouragement and wisdom. 

A FAMILY MAN

While in Ontario, Adam Burt met his now-wife, 
Susan, when they were both 18. The high school 
sweethearts married two years later. Whenever 
Burt mentions his wife of 22 years, he still calls 
her his “girl.” 

“She’s drop-dead gorgeous, and I never thought 
I would get someone so fine,” Burt gushed. “In 
school, she was the really beautiful girl. And ev-
eryone knew it but her. I am still blown away that 
she said yes to doing life with me.”

“What I admire most is that she has the cour
 

“church” for the players, most of who can’t attend 
church because of Sunday games. In contrast, 
Burt has tickets to all Jets games but has to skip 
because of his Sunday obligations as a pastor. “I 
never won a championship ring as a player,” he 
said. “Now I’m hoping a get to get one as a chap-
lain.”

“I understand the pressure of pro sports,” Burt 
continued. “The money, 
the fame—it’s awesome. 
But the reality is you can’t 
have a bad day at the 
office. If you do, you’re 
fired. It’s just really an 
open opportunity to 
share.” 

In addition to serving as 
chaplain, he works with 
several of the players to 
spread their faith. Some, 
like defensive lineman 
Mike DeVito, are going 
with Burt to events for 
athletes at universities like 
West Point and Columbia. 
Others, including former 
Jets fullback Tony Rich-
ardson, have joined Burt 

on the Trinity Broadcasting Network and other 
ministry outreaches.

“My big passion is to help people figure out why 
they were created and to help give them the tools 
they need for the Kingdom of God,” Burt said. “It’s 
beautiful when you connect the dots with your 
desires and are able to use them for God. I want to 
see the Kingdom of God come to all the spheres 
of influence in society—sports, media, entertain-
ment, education, law and medicine. I want to do 
that until I breathe my last.” 

I understand the 
pressure of pro 
sports, the mon-
ey, the fame—it’s 
awesome. But the 
reality is you can’t 
have a bad day at 

Men, Men, Men
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“There’s a real strength 
when you start to pur-
sue God. A lot of these 
temptations, they roll off 
you because you’re just 
pursuing Him.”

Adam Burt



Globetrotter 

for Good

By Asher Fogle

Robert Del Signore was born in Italy and moved with his 
family to Yonkers, N. Y., at age 10. “Like most Italians,” Del 
Signore said, “I was raised in the Catholic faith. I always had a 
hope that there was a God. However, I wasn’t sure.”

It wasn’t until 1994—“the best and worst year” of Del 
Signore’s life—that things changed. He was engaged and 
planning a summer wedding when his father was diagnosed 

with malignant brain tumor.

As his father’s condition worsened, Del Signore postponed the wedding to care for 
him. Eventually, the toll was too great for his fiancee, and she broke it off. 

Devastated, he sought the counsel of a Christian pastor. On the way to meet with the 
pastor, Del Signore’s fiancee told him that it was truly over, that their relationship was 
beyond saving. They went inside the church to explain to the waiting minister.

“We both said our side of the 
story,” Del Signore, remembered. 
“At the end of it, he said to me, 
‘There’s nothing I can do for your 
relationship, because it seems that 
it’s not mutual.’” But, what he said 
next changed Del Signore’s life for 
eternity. “He saw my depression 
and asked me the most important 
question of my life—if I had ever 
asked Jesus in my heart.” 

“I didn’t even know what that 
meant, but what he offered, I ac-
cepted. We prayed a simple prayer. 
It was like 1,000 pounds were lifted 
from my shoulders,” he said. “At 
that moment, God became real to 
me.”

One night that November, Del 
Signore’s father was in intense pain 
and his breathing had become 
fatigued. Del Signore felt a prompt-
ing from God to ask his father 
about faith. 

“I asked my father if he would like 
to accept Jesus in his heart, and he 
said yes. As the pastor had done 
a few months earlier, I did the 
same with my father,” Del Signore 
said. “On November 19, at 1:30 in 
the morning, two hours after my 
father accepted Jesus in his heart, 
he passed away. To God be all the 
glory for using me in my father’s 
salvation.” 

Del Signore credits God for bring-
ing him to the breaking point, for 
allowing “the exact trouble” that 
would open both his heart and his 
father’s to Christ. 

After his father’s death, Del Signore 
attended a small church in Peek-
skill, N. Y. that met in an old barn. 
As the only single adult in a tiny 
congregation, Del Signore said he 
had very few distractions. “God 
really used this time that I  was 
in this church to teach me to rely 
totally on him.” 

Guatemala 2009

Men, Men, Men
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Del Signore said he initially alienated some of his friends and fam-
ily with his zeal for their salvation. “I was in everybody’s face,” he 
said. “People started to ridicule me a bit. At that point, I withdrew, 
cut everything out of my life and immersed myself in Christ.”

For the next three-plus years, Del Signore’s life was defined by 
work, reading the Bible and isolation. He was “liberated” when he 
discovered John 14:6: “No one comes to the Father except through 
me.”

“That released me from the responsibility of having to save every-
body,” he said. “I started to venture out, get back into relationships 
that I had abandoned.” 

A MAN ON A MISSION

As he began re-building friendships, Del Signore said he has also 
had to trust God with his romantic relationships. Other than a 
brief period of “getting antsy” and joining dating websites that 
“didn’t work out,” Del Signore’s attitude toward singleness has been 
that God would bring someone is the right time. 

“If somebody knocked on my door, that would be God,” he said of 
his mindset. “I wasn’t going to go out and seek it. In the meantime, 
I’m still serving Christ; I’m still doing the things that I’m supposed 
to be doing.”

Part of what he believes he’s supposed to do is serve others. A de-
greed electrical engineer, Del Signore has been working in techni-
cal sales for more than 20 years. He often applies that expertise on 
mission trips, whether it’s building an orphanage in Suriname, 

constructing a church in Anguilla or roofing 
a school in South Africa. 

His gifts are in service, and Del Signore said 
working with others is “somewhat self-
serving” because of the sense of satisfaction 
and contribution that it brings. He plans to 
take at least one mission trip a year as long 
as he can. “I’m using my singleness and tak-
ing advantage of it. I want to travel as much 
as I can, see things I haven’t seen before 
and maybe touch someone’s life somewhere 
else,” he said. “Who knows?”

What Del Signore does know is that God is 
in control of 
his life.

“I wanted a family for the longest time,” 
Del Signore said. “It hasn’t happened, so 
God’s either got a different plan for me, or 
it’s coming sometime down the road. In the 
meantime, there’s work to be done.” 

ne of the reasons is that when a 
Christian man asks a Christian 
woman out, more times than not 
she is thinking about whether she 

would want to marry him or not. Why 

-
how many Christian women view dating 
Christian men as serious business from the 
start. This has happened to many Christian 
men I know. The thought that by asking 
out a Christian woman you are in a seri-
ous relationship before your dinner is even 
served at the restaurant is enough to fright-
en any man. It is somehow reminiscent of 
the old-fashioned courting that was

0

ITALY 2009

South Africa 2010

In His Words: 

Why Christian 
men hesitate 

to ask Christian  
women out 

By Victor Rodriguez
done about a century ago … if you asked a 
woman out it meant you were serious from 
the get-go. That can make any guy have 
second thoughts about asking a woman 
out.

My recommendation is that both men and 
women each face their fears and make a 
move of some type to indicate interest. 
Have fun and get to know each other. A 
date is just that: a date. It isn’t marriage. 
God wants both men and women to learn 
about themselves from relationships that 
work out, as well as those that don’t. So 
have fun and take the initiative ... even if 
the man doesn’t. 

Men, Men, Men
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   Everyday Women 

After an intense 2010, living out of a suitcase and touring 14 countries, I needed to be 
still and find out what makes me happy. While my lifestyle and career looked good on 

paper, I wasn’t getting any gratification. I knew something was missing.
I took most of this year off and moved home to soak in the “normal” life: having din-

ner with my family, sleeping in the same place every night, taking my dog to the park. It 
was a big adjustment; fans aren’t impressed that I spent the day baking a cake. But I’ve 

been abundantly happy and I needed to allow myself that. It’s been wonderful and scary. 
There have been so many days when I wake up and think, “I never want to leave my 

house again. I want to stay home and do something different, get a regular job so I can 
have a normal life.”

I’ve held favorite Bible verses, Matthew 5:14-16, close to my heart. God gave me the 
talents I have for a purpose. My challenge is to figure out how to let my light shine while 

maintaining the happiness that comes from having a place to call home. 
I’m really excited to see what 2012 will bring. I recorded a new jazz album in Italy, “Love 

Story,” which debuted in December and recently finished shooting a film, “Color The 
Night,” that debuted in January (search “Color the Night Trailer” on YouTube). I’m also 
working on a new dance-pop album, “Eminent Pulse” (check out www.EminentPulse.

com), with my partner Steven Shewbrooks.
I have a lot of irons in the fire but I’m focused on finding balance this time around. I 

feel blessed to have a great family, friends and supporters who believe in my talent and 
understand my heart’s desire. With my newfound faith in my career, and lots of love and 

happiness in my heart, the sky is the limit!

Andromedo Turre,  jazz singer, actress and designer

Beautiful just the way you are
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The weeks leading up to holidays can seem like one giant buffet—one that leaves 
you feeling stuffed before the festivities even are over, and one that can leave you 
looking for a healthier way to satisfy your hunger. Fiber is an excellent tool to do 
just that!

Fiber has been a star of the grocery aisles for the past few years—products from 
smoothies to cereal to canned soup and beans all boast about their fiber content. 
Some are functional foods: products such as yogurt or orange juice to which fiber 
or other nutrients have been added. Others, such as beans and whole-grain bread, 
naturally contain fiber. But regardless of its celebrity status, fiber has always been 
a powerful weight maintenance tool and its ability to fill you up and help that 
sense of fullness stick around is no passing trend!  

Known by some as “bulk” or “roughage,” fiber curbs your hunger and helps you 

Filling Up with Fiber:
Four Simple Swaps By Beverly Guy

feel satisfied after eating fewer calories. 
That’s not all it does, however; con-
suming adequate fiber has been shown 
to reduce your risk of diabetes, heart 
disease and several types of cancer, as 
well as lower cholesterol.

How much is enough? The Mayo 
Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research recommends that women 
under age 50 consume 25 grams of 
fiber every day. (Men under 50 need 
38 grams.) Despite the hundreds of 
packaged, processed foods that brag 

about their added fiber, there are many natural sources of 
fiber that supply more vital nutrients and keep you feel-
ing satisfied. As an added bonus, they’ll almost always be 
cheaper and lower in sodium than their processed counter-
parts. Adding fiber to your diet can be as easy as making a 
few simple swaps:

1.Brown rice instead of white rice
The majority of the fiber and nutrients in a grain of rice 
are found in the bran and the germ. These two parts are 
removed from white rice, but brown rice is a whole grain, 
meaning that the bran and the germ (and the nutrients 
they contain) are still intact. Brown rice not only contains 4 
grams of fiber per cup (in comparison to 1 to 1.5 grams in 
the same amount of white rice); it also contains over twice 
the iron. It can keep you feeling satisfied for hours and, 
though it takes a little longer to cook than white rice, it’s 
just as easy to prepare and can be used nearly anywhere you 
would use white rice. Its slightly sweet, nutty flavor makes 
it a perfect base for stir-fry, an excellent side dish or even a 
filling breakfast with a few raisins and cinnamon. If you’re 
feeling a little more adventurous, give red or black rice a 
try—both are uniquely tasty and high in fiber. 

2.Sweet instead of white potato 
Sweet potatoes contain 7 grams of fiber per cup—over three 
times the fiber of white potatoes. They also pack more anti-
oxidants, including vitamin A, and three times the vitamin 
C. These sweet-tasting vegetables aren’t just for Thanksgiv-
ing dinner! Savory seasonings, such as garlic, black pepper, 
cumin or curry powder compliment their smooth flavor and 
texture, and they can be cooked by many of the same meth-
ods as white potatoes. Try a baked sweet potato topped with 
beans (also a great source of fiber!) and salsa for a lunch that 
will keep you from snacking when the 3 pm munchies hit. 
Or, try roasting sweet potato wedges sprinkled with pepper 

in a 425˚ oven until crispy for a new take on fries that the 
whole family will love.

3.Whole fruit instead of juice.
Which is more filling—a whole orange or a half cup of 
orange juice? Both contain about 65 calories, but the whole 
orange is more satisfying because it contains several times 
the fiber of juice. You could easily gulp down the juice in a 
few seconds, but the orange is going to take more time to 
peel and eat, thus leading to the feeling that you got more 
for your calories—and you did: three grams of fiber! The 
same rule of thumb holds true for other fruits: eating a 
small apple or a half cup of grapes (both under 60 calories) 
is much more filling than drinking the same number of 
calories: a half cup of apple juice or just a third cup of grape 
juice. 

Also, it’s easy to disregard calories from beverages much 
more readily than those from food since drinks don’t offer 
the same feeling of satiety, and this can hamper your efforts 
to lose or maintain your weight. Whole fruits are a great 
portable snack, and in addition to easing hunger with their 
fiber, they can help to calm a sweet tooth. Try packing a 
snack-size bag of berries or grapes, adding fresh fruit to yo-
gurt or cereal or topping a salad with orange or apple slices. 

4.Popcorn or nuts instead of chips.
It’s easy to sneak some fiber into your snacks, and even 
easier to enjoy it! Nuts pack a lot into a small serving—
just an ounce of almonds or pistachios contains 3 grams 
of fiber and 6 grams of protein. This combination makes 
them fullness powerhouses. As an added bonus, the healthy 
(unsaturated) fats in nuts are excellent for your heart. To 
keep calories in check, limit yourself to one ounce, or about 
a handful, per serving (for example, 22 almonds or 46 pista-
chios or 21 hazelnuts). 

Popcorn boasts nearly five grams of fiber but has less than 
125 calories per a huge four-cup serving! This generous 
portion will leave your mouth and your stomach feeling 
satisfied. Popcorn is a blank canvas for nearly any flavor-
ing, sweet or savory. Try it with chili powder, Italian herbs 
or cinnamon for a sweet twist. One word of caution: movie 
popcorn and some packaged popcorn contain added oil or 
butter. Be sure to choose popcorn that doesn’t if you’re try-
ing to limit your fat or calorie intake.

Adding fiber to your diet doesn’t have to be complicated or 
expensive! These simple swaps make it easy to stay satisfied 
until your next meal as well as prevent disease, and you just 
might save some money in the process! Make the swap!

Nutrition & Fitness
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In many cultures, ginger also has a long history as a safe, 
natural remedy for a variety of ailments. It’s used to alleviate 
the nausea of motion sickness as well as morning sickness, 
prevent colds and the flu and provide relief for a sore throat. 
It soothes the gastrointestinal tract, helps to ease gas and 
heartburn and has been show to decrease painful menstrual 
cramps.  

Ginger is a good source of antioxidants, substances which 
protect cells against potentially disease-causing free radicals, 
and is packed with nutrients such as potassium, magnesium, 
copper, manganese and vitamin B6. Numerous dietary 
supplements contain ginger, but gaining its benefits can be 
much tastier than popping a pill! 

Fresh ginger has greater medicinal potential than dried, 
and it’s easier to use than you might think when staring at 
a piece of this knobby root—don’t let its gnarled appear-
ance intimidate you! Some recipes, such as the recipe for tea 
on the opposite page, draw the flavor out of whole slices of 
ginger, which are removed before serving. Most however, 
use tiny pieces of ginger so that its strong flavor is evenly 
distributed throughout a dish. In these cases, simply peel 
with your fingers or a vegetable peeler and then crush, grate 
or chop it. A microplane grater makes this quick work of 
this task and is easy to clean. 

Fresh ginger can be stored in the refrigerator for up to three 
weeks and in the freezer for six months. It can be grated, 
straight from the freezer, to produce fine shards that are 

ready for use, no thawing required. 

Although dried, powdered ginger doesn’t offer the same 
degree of health benefits as fresh, it can be slightly more 
convenient and is sometimes better suited to certain recipes, 
such as some baked goods. Dried ginger doesn’t need to be 
refrigerated; it stays fresh for six months when stored in a 
cool, dry place. (Don’t keep it near the stove!) Substitute 1/8 
to 1/4 teaspoon dried ginger for 1 teaspoon fresh ginger.
If you’re new to using ginger in your cooking, try adding it 
anywhere you’d use curry powder (ginger is often an ingre-
dient in curry) or cinnamon. It contributes a mildly spicy 
twist to fruit desserts, such as apple crisp or pumpkin pie, 
and a refreshing zip to Asian-inspired marinades. Ginger 
also livens up many vegetables, such as carrots and sweet 
potatoes. Start with a small amount (1/4 teaspoon or so for 
a recipe that serves four) and slowly add more. A little goes 
a long way, especially if you’re using dried ginger.

On word of caution: although the Food and Drug Admin-
istration identifies ginger as “Generally Recognized as Safe” 
it can interact with some prescription medications such as 
blood thinners and should be avoided if you suffer from gall 
stones or kidney disease. Talk to your doctor before using 
ginger if any of these scenarios apply to you. Otherwise, add 
a little ginger to your diet and a little liveliness to your life!

Spice Spotlight: 

 GINGER 
It seems only fitting that the word ginger has come to mean liveliness: this spice is packed with health ben-
efits and its bold flavor and aroma add a hint of warmth to both sweet and savory dishes. Modern-day gin-
gerbread or ginger ale may be the first things to come to mind, but ginger has been used in cooking since 
before the time of Abraham. Ginger is a key ingredient in many Asian cuisines, and is found in everything 
from curries to stir-fries to soups to teas.

Try adding ginger to:
Stir-fries

Soy-based marinades or sauces
Rice

Carrots
Baked apples or apple crisp

Sweet potatoes
Winter squash 

Sweet breads or cakes

Soothing Ginger Tea
You don’t have to be sick to enjoy this tea, but it is a 
fantastic natural remedy for the sore throat that often 

Makes one serving.

1 cup water
1 chamomile or green tea bag
1-inch slice fresh ginger root OR 1/8 teaspoon dried 
powdered ginger (fresh is best)
2 teaspoons lemon juice
Honey to taste, if desired
Heat water to boiling. Add remaining ingredients and 
allow to steep for 10 minutes. Remove tea bag and 
fresh ginger, if used. Sweeten with honey if desired.
Per Serving (without honey; honey adds 20 calories 
and 6 grams carbohydrates):
3 calories; 0 g fat; 0g cholesterol; 7mg sodium; 0.9g 

Spiced Pumpkin Soup
This easy soup can be ready in minutes or made ahead 
and reheated. It’s a great way to use that extra can of 
pumpkin that never made it into a pie, as well as reap 

Serves 6

1 onion, chopped
1 clove garlic, minced OR 1 teaspoon jarred minced 
garlic
3 1/2 cups low-sodium chicken stock
1 29 oz. can OR 2 15 oz. cans pumpkin (not pumpkin 

1 to 2 teaspoons grated fresh ginger OR ¼ to ½ tea-
spoon dried powdered ginger.
1 teaspoon curry powder
¼ teaspoon nutmeg
Pepper to taste
Sauté onion in a little bit of the chicken broth until 
tender in a large saucepan. Add the rest of the chicken 
broth and all remaining ingredients. Bring to a simmer 

-
ate for later use.
Per Serving:
6 calories; 0.5 g fat; 0mg cholesterol; 270mg sodium; 

By Beverly Guy
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   Everyday Women 
8

Favorite Quote: 
“Who will turn 
their face to truth 
and then live it 
out?” from the 
song “Wisdom”
by Jill Philips

I grew up on a farm in 
a small town in Ne-
vada. From the begin-
ning I found a con-
nection to expression 
through movement and 
started dancing when I 
was 8 years old. I went 
to Southern Methodist 
University in Dallas to 
further my dance train-
ing. While there, I met 
a Dutch choreographer 
and after graduation, I 
moved to the Nether-
lands to be a part of his 
company.

After about three 
years, God closed that 
door and redirected 
me to New York. I 
have been here for a 
year and a half danc-
ing freelance, as well 
as with the KDNY 
Dance Company. I 
have never felt called 
to be in a Christian 
company but to be a 
penetrating light for 
God in the darkest of 
places. I feel strongly 
that to redeem dance, 
it needs to bring glory 
to God as He pur-
posed it to.

Melissa Peraldo    
 Beautiful just the way you are
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Beaded jump rope  

By Stacey Faryna, RD, ACSM HFS

A jump rope and just 15 minutes can provide a superb aerobic and anaer-
obic workout. Jump roping can burn up to 1,000 calories per hour! It tones 
muscles in the entire body, provides excellent cardiovascular conditioning 
and helps develop and improve agility, quickness, timing, coordination, 
balance and endurance. Jump ropes are inexpensive (usually less than 
$10), take up minimal space and are very portable. 

If you are a novice jumper, take on the new challenge of mastering jump 
roping and set goals to increase time and endurance. You can jump rope 
indoors or outdoors. If you have a large room or go outside, you can skip 
or jog and jump as well as stick with the traditional move: jump roping in 
place. Try jumping to upbeat music or during television commercials. You 
can also have fun jump roping with family members and have a friendly 
competition to see who can jump the longest or complete the highest 
number of jumps.

Burn Up to 
1000 Calories 

Per Hour

BODYWRAP-SHAPEWEAR.COM

Nutrition & Fitness
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Fun Fierce 

           fabulous

TAKING OVER THE CITY IN 
EFFORTLESS STYLES

Photographs by Ben Peterson

Hat: TJ Maxx
Suite: Tribal
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Fashion & Style

Metallic top by Tribal
Belt by TJ Maxx
Skinny Jeans by Joe Fresh
Shoes by Coye Noite

Black Skinny Jeans 
by Joe 
Biker Jacket: Tribal



FASHION
EDITORIAL
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Sequin mini, jacket 
by Forever 21
Shoes: TJ Maxx

Top : Forever 21
Pants: Forever 21
Vest: Vintage
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Dress: Tribal
Stockings: Hanes
Shoes: TJ Maxx
Cuff/bracelet: Forever 21
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Metallic dress :
Forever 21
Shoes: Coye Noite

Top and Pants by 
Tribal
Belt: TJ Maxx
Booties: TJ Maxx
Hat and Cape:
Vintage



FASHION
EDITORIAL
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Jacket: Forever 21
Velvet Romper: 
Forever 21
Scarf: TJ Maxx

Dress:Tribal

Metallic Leather Jacket: 
Runway New York

Sunglasses: Vince
 Camutto
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Dress:Tribal
Metallic Leather Jacket: 
Runway New York 
Boots: Frye

 Boots: Frye
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Top & Skirt:
Forever 21

Velvet Romper: 
Forever 21



Home is Where the
 Story Begins!

A Festive, Easy Brunch with Friends
By Pamela Scurry

Ham

Add brown sugar 
and your favorite 
mustard to a pur-
chased glaze and 
pour over a pre-
sliced spiral ham. 
It’s tasty, easy and 
full of eye appeal!

Apples

Apples make easy 
inexpensive center-
pieces. Just throw 
them in a bowl, 
pot or any other 
container you have 
lying around your 
kitchen for instant, 
functional décor.

Cheasecake 
You don’t have to be a baker to set out an impressive dessert! Slide a store-bought cake 
onto a pretty stand or plate and garnish it to match your color scheme.

Step back 
and ad-

mire your 
color-co-
ordinated 
brunch—

how 
easy was 

that?!
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spice up 
your snack life

and enjoy every minute of it. we don’t fry (unhealthy). we don’t bake 
(undelicious). we take a little heat, add some pressure, and pop! a 
snack so delicious and crispy, you won’t believe there’s 120 calories 
and 3.5g of fat for all 20+ craving-crushing chips.

popchips.com

.

© 2011 popchips.com
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Entertaining

Kristina’s Mac & Cheese (Serves 8 to 10)

The secret is the crumbled gingersnaps on top—it 
sounds crazy, but the surprise is fabulous!

Ingredients
2 cups penne or favorite pasta shapes
4 tbsp. butter
1 chopped onion
2 tbsp. flour
2 cups milk
1 tsp. salt
2 cups shredded cheddar cheese
(I love to use ½ gruyere cheese and/or add any left-
over cheeses I already have!)
5 gingersnap cookies

Directions
1. Preheat oven to 350.
2. Cook macaroni until barely tender.
3. In a saucepan, melt butter and sauté onions until 
tender.
4. Blend in flour and milk.
5. Add salt.
6. Cook over medium heat, stirring constantly until 
mixture thickens and comes to a boil.
7. Add cheese and stir until melted.
8. Pour macaroni into a greased baking dish.
9. Pour onion/cheese/milk mixture over macaroni.
10. Top with crumbled gingersnaps.
11. Bake for 20 to 5 minutes, pumping up the heat 
for the last five minutes if you want to top to be 
crispy (highly recommended).

Easy-as-Pie Pumpkin Soup (serves 6)

Ingredients
2 tablespoons butter
2 large onions, sliced (about 2 cups)
2 cups chicken broth
1 cup heavy cream
1 can (30 oz.) pumpkin pie mix (3¼ cups)

Directions
1. Heat the butter in a 10-inch skillet over    
medium heat until barely melted (not brown).
2. Add onions and cook until tender.
3. Put half the sautéed onion mixture in an 
electric blender with half the broth, half the 
cream and half the pumpkin pie mix. Cover 
and blend until smooth. Pour into a 3-quart 
saucepan. Repeat with the other half of the 
same ingredients.
4. Heat over medium burner until hot.

Shortcuts & Secrets™

1. Buy pre-made! For example, pick up corn 
relish, pre-washed and cut lettuce and cheese-
cake for dessert.
2. Keep decorating simple! Fill bowls with ed-
ible decorations such as nuts or fruit.
3. In addition to flowers, use leaves, fruits and 
favorite things to decorate—let your personal-
ity shine!
4. Use foods that multitask! Candied nuts can 
serve as an appetizer, garnish a salad or top a 
bowl of ice cream. 
5. If you find a fun item or food you think 
guests will love, buy enough to send some 
home with them as a party favor—they’ll love 
it!



what would 

Eve Say?

ucky Eve! After God exchanged her fig 
leaves for animal skins, never again did 
she have to think about what to put on 
in the morning. Not once did she get 
up in the morning, stare at the walls 

and wail, “I have nothing to wear.” 

When her animal skins started shedding and 
falling apart, she could send Adam out to slay 
another beast and bring back a new animal 
skin, ready for her to make into a fur dress. 

She never compared what she wore to that of 
her neighbor, or considered if her animal skin 
was the newest style and shape. 

Eve and her biblical sisters probably didn’t 
think much about what they wore. 

So when did we become so conscious of our 
clothing and what other women were wearing? 
A lot sooner than you’d think. 

L

s far back as 1000 B.C., women in 
Israel in the lower to middle classes 
wore garments of coarse wool, which 
were itchy and uncomfortable, or linen 
made from the flax plant. They also 

wore long head coverings, which doubled as 
blankets. 

The wealthier women had attire for hot or 
cold weather, for leisure and special occasions. 
Instead of the scratchy, coarse wool and linen 
garments, their clothing was made of fine wool, 
linen and later on, silk. Their garments were 
also lavishly decorated with embroidery, fringe 
and other embellishments, all visible reflections 
of their wealth and status.

According to Bible Archaeology (www.bible-
archaeology.org) no garments remain from an-
cient Israel, but historians look to neighboring 
Egypt, Greece and Rome for information about 
the clothing of the times. 

A

gyptians wore lightweight, light-colored 
clothing because of the climate; women 
normally wore flowing gowns with 
shoulder straps. Greek and Roman 
women all wore long dresses, covering 

most of their bodies.

While fashion designers unveil new trends ev-
ery season, clothing during biblical times didn’t 
change much from year to year, decade to decade, 
or even century to century.

In fact, the term “fashion,” as related to clothing, 
came from the French word, “facon,” meaning a 
style of attire. According to the Oxford Online 
Dictionary, the word “fashion,” wasn’t even used 
until the early 1500s. Before that, clothing was 
referred to in its functional form, such as “cloak,” 
“mantle,” “tunic” and the like, rather than for its 
decorative qualities.

E

The Middle Ages-400 
A.D. To 1400 A.D.
Women continued to wear linen garments, but 
around 1000 A.D., also wore long tunics as well 
as girdles and veils. By 1400, they began wearing 
corsets with rigid busks or frames that kept the 
corset upright on the body. 

One aspect affecting European women’s clothing 
was the feudal system. Only the wealthy were 
allowed to dress in fashionable and expensive 
clothes. 

Many countries enacted sumptuary laws to 
control how people dressed. The English Sump-
tuary Law of 1363 forbade lower- to middle-class 
women to wear velvet, satin or ermine. These 
laws ensured the social structure was main-
tained. The penalties for disobedience was loss of 
property, loss of title and even death.

CJ Hines

A Stroll Down Memory Lane
in Fashion History
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Renaissance Period 1450 
to 1600 
This period, which began 
following the end of the 
bubonic plague which killed 
half the European popula-
tion, was birthed in Italy and 
spread throughout Europe. 

Clothing continued to be a 
status symbol. According 
to www.realarmorofgod.
com,  clothing became a 
bigger status symbol dur-
ing this time. Those with 
money could and did spent 
most of it on clothing. “The 
richer you were, the more 
expensive the fabrics in your 
clothes, such as silk, bro-
cade, velvet and cotton.”

Due to the increase in 
exploration, wealthy Eu-
ropeans could acquire fine 
silks and brocades from the 
East. Even cotton, which 
we consider an inexpensive 
fabric, was worn only by the 
wealthy. 

While rich and poor both 
wore wool, the poorer 

woman’s clothing had 
to last a long time. Her 
clothes were always 
made of coarse wool 
while her rich counter-
part wore quality wool.

Women’s fashions 
changed from the basic 
under-tunic, bodice and 
cloak to five or more 
pieces: underskirt, skirt, 
bodice, over-bodice, 
hoop and collar. Their 
fashions also imitated 
men’s in some ways. The 
square and barrel shapes 
for men translated into 
women’s pleated skirts, 
underskirts and hoops. 

By the early 1500s, 
fullness characterized 
dresses. Many styles were 
tight at the waist then 
billowed from the hips. 
Elaborate collars were 
added to the dresses, 
introduced by Catherine 
de Medici of Italy.

Modern Age-1600 -1710
At the beginning of the 1600s, corsets were reinforced with 
wood or whalebone. Linen garments or chemises served as 
undergarments. Dresses were made of two parts: a bodice 
and a skirt; some women wore two skirts with an upper skirt 
gathered to reveal the skirt underneath. High necklines and 
wide collars also characterized the style. Instead of the heavy 
embroidery of previous eras, dresses were now embellished 
with satins, ribbons and bows. 

Industrial Revolution 
1710 to 1900
Fashion changed dramatically. Many innovations related 
to the textile industry took place during this period: the 
flying shuttle, the cotton gin, the power loom and syn-
thetic dye. Cotton mills first opened in England in 1742. 
Between 1770 and 1780 cotton production increased 
tenfold. In 1789, industrialist Samuel Slater built the first 
textile mill in the United States.

Now that clothing was mass-produced instead of hand-
sewn, lower- to middle-class women could afford to dress 
like their wealthy counterparts. 

The hour-glass figure replaced the straight silhouette and 
women showed more skin. Dresses had low-cut necklines, 
voluminous sleeves and tightly cinched waists. Women 
still wore corsets, but added padding to enhance their bust 
lines. By 1850, the hoop skirt was a staple. Hoop skirts 
were so voluminous that women had to learn to walk a 
certain way to handle the hoops correctly.

The second half of the 19th century brought rapid change 
in women’s fashion, thanks to the invention of the sewing 
machine, the development of ready-to-wear and the rise of 
department stores.

By the 1860s, the crinoline’s shape changed from an 
enormous skirt to a rear bustle. Fashion at the end of the 
century was stylish but difficult to wear and restricted 
movement.

The end of the century brought a change in women’s 
fashion and the introduction of the “Gibson Girl.” Illustra-
tor Charles Dana Gibson created what he thought was the 
ideal American woman. Every woman wanted to imitate 
her “S”-shaped body—ample bosom, small waist and hips. 
The trend was tailored suits and fitted jackets worn over 
bell-shaped skirts. 

The 20th Century
Fashion had never evolved faster than it did in the 20th 
Century. Trends came and went—the flapper dress, bell-
bottoms, shoulder pads, platform shoes, acid-washed 
jeans, tie-dyed T-shirts, leggings, ripped clothing, grunge, 
Goth and myriad others. 

1900-1920
Haute couture arrived in the early 1900s. 
Paris designers established the fashion 
standards for the rest of the world. From 
1910 until the beginning of World War I 
in 1914, fashion included slimmer silhou-
ettes with no train or bustle anywhere. 
Once the war started, many couture 
houses had to close and new designs an 
designers were non-existent.

1920-1940
For the first time in history, women 
freed themselves from restrictive cloth-
ing. They also bobbed their hair and 
exposed their arms and legs. Fashions 
in the late 1920s, the “Flapper Era,” were 
characterized by close-fitting knee-
length dresses and no waistlines. Thanks 
to Coco Chanel, who popular-
ized the Little Black Dress 
in 1920, women could 
wear black for special 
occasions instead 
of reserving it 
for times of 
mourning.

Until this time, 
women who wore 
pants did so for practi-
cality instead of fashion. 
Then in 1930, film star Mar-
lene Dietrich appeared in a movie wear-
ing slacks with a flared hem. Women 
everywhere suddenly wanted to par-
ticipate in this new trend. By 1939, the 
November issue of Vogue magazine said 
“Your wardrobe is not complete without 
a pair or two of the superbly tailored 
slacks of 1939.” 

European designer Elsa Schiaparelli 
introduced shoulder pads into women’s 
fashion. Something once reserved for 
men’s suits, shoulder pads created the il-
lusion of small waists and hips. Accord-
ing to www.metmuseum.org, this trend 
continued until 1947, when designer 
Christian Dior introduced the sloped 
shoulder, small waist and padded hips. 

1940-1960
Once the United States entered 
the war, fabrics for clothing were 
rationed. Women received a set 
number of ration coupons for 
clothing purchases, but as the war 
continued, the number declined. 
The war years were characterized as 
the “make do’” era. Instead of buy-
ing new clothes, women mended 
what they had. Nylon hosiery was 
scarce as well; women wore ankle 
socks or went bare-legged.

After the Great Depression and 
World War II, women longed for 
elegance and Christian Dior an-
swered with his “New Look” line of 
clothing made in luxurious fabrics. 
Pants evolved into capri pants, 
stretch pants with stirrups and Ber-

muda shorts. 

1960-

1980
According to www.

randomhistory.com,  
the 1960s and 1970s 

witnessed a youth explosion that revolution-
ized the fashion system. Prior to 1960, design-
ers created styles for runways, and clothing 
manufacturers mass-produced the styles for 
the general public. But during the 1960s, 
“youth throughout the Western world began 
rebelling against traditional clothing styles and 
created their own trends.”

London designer Mary Quant introduced the 
mini skirt and hot pants in 1960. Twiggy’s 
rail-thin shape became the ideal many women 
strived toward. Rock music heavily influenced 
the fashion of the mid-60s: bell-bottoms, 
psychedelic prints, go-go boots, fur vests and 
ruffled shirts. Thanks to the women’s move-
ment, this period was also known for the 
bra-less look.

1980-2000
Designer styles rose in popularity 
in the 1980s, but only for those who 
could afford it. More women were in 
the workforce than ever before and the 
“power suit” became the female execu-
tive’s uniform. The shoulder pad’s re-
surgence dominated women’s fashion 
and not just in suits—manufacturers 
put them in dresses, sweaters, blouses 
… even T-shirts. Clothing became a 
sign of power during this decade.

By 1990, however, women rejected 
designer styles and opted for more ca-
sual wear. The grunge rock movement 
inspired many toward flannel shirts 
and ripped jeans, while the hip-hop 
movement introduced baggy pants 
(i.e, MC Hammer).

By 2000, comfort was key in 
many fashion choices. Instead 
of the power suit or pant 
suit, women opted for casual 
dresses, khakis and, depending 
on the workplace, jeans.

 21st    
Century
According to a 2009 article, 
“What Aught to Wear,”  
fashion in the 21st century 
has become a “mashup” of 
previous styles and from 
various cultures. This time 
period has not had one style 
but recycled styles from 
previous decades. However, 
there are some standouts: 
UGG® boots, hoodies, skin-
ny jeans and clothing made 
from eco-friendly fabric. 

To paraphrase a a popular 
saying, women’s fashion 
has come a long way, baby. 
Wouldn’t Eve be amazed?

Early noteworthy 
innovations of the 20th 

Century included the bra 
(1913), shoulder pads (1930s), 

nylon (1935), polyester (1941), the 
bikini (1946), pantyhose (1959) 

and the miniskirt (1965).
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I know it when I see it, but where does it come from and how do we get it? 
Is it about the latest fashion, toned arms, the perfect nose or figure? Is there 
a price tag or expiration date on inner beauty? Or, is it instead a luminous 
quality that radiates from the heart, from that deep place of knowing we are 
greatly loved, highly favored and truly blessed by our Heavenly Father. He 
takes our brokenness and rough edges, putting us back together with the 
Master’s touch, refreshing us with His everlasting love—a love that shines in 
a dark world and transforms us with beauty, inside and out.

Hallie Neill
is an operatic soprano noted by The New York Times as a “rapturous sing-
ing actress.”  She has recorded for Nonesuch Records. She teaches singing 
lessons in New York City and is currently creating a new production

Defining Inner Beauty
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Take time to con-

peace
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